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ABSTRACT
In an attempt to provide a basis for the investigation of electric 
conduction through metal-semiconductor and metal-solution interfaces, 
the author gives a microscopic interpretation of the general boundary 
condition, previously formulated, and introduces the concept of ideal 
and compound interfaces* The electric potential difference across an 
ideal interface can be assumed to be zero and therefore the charge trans­
fer rate for an ideal interface is independent of the applied voltage*
Any actual interface may be considered as a compound interface and can 
be represented by a combination of several ideal interfaces*
With this general boundary condition, the universal functions of
the parallel conductance l/R and parallel capacitance C for an idealP P
polarization layer in an n-species system are calculated to the second- 
order approximation for the ac case without dc bias. The value of the first- 
order 0^ is modified appreciably and the second-order indicates the existence 
of a maximum capacitance occurring at some low frequency other than zero*
The ac case with dc bias is calculated to the first-order approxi­
mation. Preliminary results can explain qualitatively the phenomenon 
of peaks observed by Roubique in selenium rectifiers. The peaks may 
occur at low carrier concentrations when the dc bias in the forward 
direction is approximately equal to the contact potential.
A compound polarization layer model is proposed. A thin inter­
mediate layer of high resistivity between the metal and the ideal polar­
ization layer affords an e:q?lanation of the increase in capacitance ob­
served at low frequencies. These phenomena have been explained by Jaff§ 
on the basis of slow ions. The present model provides an alternative 
interpretation of these phenomena.
ix
A continuous flow cell has been developed for the investigation 
of polarization at metal-solution interfaces# It consists of a pair
of demountable electrodes with a fixed separation of 0.318 cm and an
2effective area of 7.92 cm # The solution moves steadily past the elec­
trodes, isolated from contact with the unfiltered atmosphere. This cell 
has proved to yield much higher reproducibility than the conventional 
cell.
To test the present theory, especially the compound polarization 
model, measurements were made with the continuous flow cell employing 
aluminum electrodes and an ammonium borate solution as the electrolyte.
The series capacitance and resistance of this cell were measured over a 
range of frequencies from 18 cps to 18 kcps by means of a modified Jones 
bridge* Measurements were made at 0.0001, 0.001 and 0.01 M concentrations, 
and after forming at voltages of 22.5, 45, 90, 135, and 180 V.
A general method of correlation between theory and experiment is 
described. Preliminary analysis of the experimental results is discussed 
according to the compound polarization layer model, without the assump­
tion of slow ions.
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The electrical characteristics of a medium consisting of free charge 
carriers depend not only on the medium itself, but also on the condition 
at the interfaces between the medium and the metallic- electrodes. Thus, 
a theoretical investigation of the conducting properties of such a medium 
requires study of the motion of charge carriers and the formulation of 
suitable boundary conditions which represent the transfer of charge at the 
interfaces.
Interfacial conduction problems can be classified into two main types; 
namely, metal-semiconductor and metal-solution interfaces. The current 
in the first is due to both electronic carriers (electrons and holes) and 
ions while the second is due only to ions. Associated with this transfer 
of charge across such boundaries are the phenomena of rectification and 
polarization. So far as the conduction mechanism is concerned, whether 
the boundary conditions are symmetrical or asymmetrical, these two phenomena 
are of the same physical nature.
In 1933 Jaffa"*" developed a theory of the Conductivity of polarizable 
media” in which he assumed that some of the ions, the so-called "polariza­
tion ions”, were of such a nature that they could not transport a current 
through the interface. The normal ions carried the permanent current,
subject to the boundary condition that their ionic concentrations vanish
at the interface. His theoretical results were adequate to explain con­
ductance phenomena in crystal and liquid dielectrics.
------ 1ST Jaffe, "Theorie der Leitfahigkeit polarisierbarer Medien”,
Ann, d. Phys., 16, 217 and 24-9 (1933).
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pA theory of semi-conductor rectification was first proposed by Mott 
and later developed by Schottky and his collaborators,^ Their mathematical 
treatment was the same as that introduced earlier by Jaffe except that the 
boundary conditions they used were asymmetrical in order to produce recti­
fication phenomena. According to this theory, semi-conductor rectifica­
tion is due to the presence of a boundary layer of immobile ions in the 
semi-conducting medium at one of the two interfaces. Conduction is ascribed 
solely to electrons, whose distribution in the boundary layer is inhomogen- 
eous. The concentration of electrons at both surfaces of the boundary 
layer is prescribed by the theory. These prescribed electronic concentra­
tions are assumed to be constant and independent of the current.
Many workers in this field have tried to modify Mott-Schottky's model 
by varying the distribution of immobile ions, and therefore the potential 
distribution in the boundary layer. Among them are Bethe,^ and Billing 
and Landsberg. The general tendency of their modifications was to intro-
^N0 F, Mott, "The Theory of Crystal Rectifiers", Proc „ Roy. Soc. of 
London A, 171, 27 (1939); also "Note on Copper Cuprous Oxide Photocells", 
Proc. Roy. Soc. of London A, 171. 281 (1939).
Ŵ. Schottky, Z. f. Phys., 113, 367 (1939); W. Schottky and E. Spenke 
"Zur quantitativen Durchfuhrung der Raumladungs-und Randschichttheorie der 
Kristallgleichrichter", Wiss. Veroff. Siemens Werke, 18, 225 (1939); W. 
Schottky, "Vereinfachte und erweiterte Theorie der Randschichtgleich-richter" 
Z, f. Phys.. 118, 539 (1942).
^H. A. Bethe, "Theory of the Boundary Layer of Crystal Rectifier",
M. I. T. Report 43-12, 1942.
5e, Billing and P. T. Landsberg, "Characteristics of Compound Barrier 
Layer Rectifier", Proc. Phys. Soc. of London A, 62, 101 (Feb., 1950).
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duce an inhomogeneneity of ionic distributions in the boundary layer. A 
thin Mott layer still exists in the immediate neighborhood of this inter­
face , within which the ionic concentration is zero.
In 194-7 Jaffe generalized his old theory of conduction in polarizable
£media in such a way as to include rectification. He assumed that the 
current within the semi-conductor has an ionic component as well as an 
electronic component, subjecting the former to the boundary conditions 
for the so-called polarization ions in his old theory, and the latter 
to the boundary conditions of the Mott-Schottky theory. In this way, 
the inhomogeneity of ionic concentrations in the boundary layer is no 
longer an arbitrary assumption but becomes a theoretical consequence 
of the motion of ions in the diffusion field and in the electric field, 
subject to the special boundary conditions at the metal-semiconductor in­
terface. Jaffe's model does not yield a thin Mott layer at the interface.
Since the mobilities of the electronic carriers are very high, the
7electronic component of the current can not show frequency dependence and 
current-voltage hysteresis^ at the relatively low frequencies at which they 
occur experimentally. Jaffe1s assumption of ionic carriers affords an in-
^Final Report on the Dry Disc Rectifier Contract for the Signal 
Corps Project NO. 152B, pp 14-74 (1950); G. Jaffe, "Theory of Conductivity of 
Semi-conductors”, Phys. Rev. 85. 354 (1952). Hereafter, these two papers 
will be referred to as references I and II respectively.
^See reference 6; also A. W. McDonald, "Bridge Measurements of the 
Equivalent Electrical Characteristics of Selenium Rectifiers", Dissertation, 
L.S.U., June, 1952.
^For some illustrations of these hysteresis loops of selenium discs, 
see for instance J. W. Brouillette, Jr., "Current Voltage Loop Characteristics 
of Non-Linear Devices", Thesis, L.S.U., August, 1950.
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terpretation of these phenomena. He chose a static field of hyperbolic 
cosine form as the zero-order field, and carried the calculation to the 
first approximation. The results can explain quantitatively the frequency 
dependence of capacitance and conductance over the range from about 2 to 
200 kilocycles per second, provided that the presence of two species of 
ions of different mobilities is assumed. A third species of "very slow ions" 
was needed to explain the frequency dependence of the capacitance at fre­
quencies lower than 2000 cps (see Figs. 2 and 3 in reference II). One of 
the features of Jaffe's theory is the success in determining the thickness 
of the boundary layer (or polarization layer) as functions of concentration
Qand frequency.7
It has been pointed out by the author^ that the generality of the 
above theories is limited by the special boundary conditions they employ.
In the formulation of more general boundary conditions, the following 
considerations should be taken into account; (l) The assumption that ions 
cannot produce even a small current at the interface seems unduly restrictive 
and may not cover all cases of interfacial conduction. (2) The carrier con-̂  
centrations, electronic or ionic, at the interface must depend on the current, 
since it seems unreasonable to assume in general that a change in current is 
accompanied by no change of the concentration at the interface. (3) Finally, 
since the interfacial current depends on the characteristics of the interface, 
an explicit interfacial constant should be introduced into the boundary 
conditions. Such a constant would represent a measure of the characteristics
^See reference I and Hung-Chi Chang and G. Jaff§, "Polarization in 
Electrolytic Solutions. Part I. Theory," J. Chem. Phys. 20, 1071 (1952). 
Hereafter, we refer this paper as reference III.
■^Hung-Chi Chang, "Theory of Partial Polarization in Electric Conduction", 
Thesis, L.S.U., June, 1951.
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of a particular interface for the carriers in question. In the light of 
the above consideration, a general boundary condition has been formulated 
(see footnote 10 and reference III).
The same theory can be applied as well to the electric conduction at
metal-solution interfaces with slight modifications. This type of inter­
facial conduction involves phenomena such as hydrogen overpotential,^
12 13electrocapillarity, polarization in electrolytic solutions, etc. We
shall confine our study in ttis thesis to the case of electrolytic conduction.
It was recognized early that the effective resistance and capacitance
of electrolytic solutions depend strongly on frequency. M. Wien who studied
this effect extensively^ correlated the phenomena by making use of the
concept of "polarization capacitance11, introduced previously by Kohlrausch,
and of the concept of "excess resistance" which he introduced himself. He
offered, however, no theory for either of these concepts.
The first attempt at a rational theory of polarization was made by
15Warburg. J He started from the differential equation for diffusion and 
made diffusion alone responsible for the e.m.f. of polarization. A little
^■For review of the hydrogen overpotential problem, see, for instance,
J. CM. Bockris, "Recent Development in the Study of Hydrogen Overpotential," 
Chemical Reviews A3. 525 (1948)
■^Electrocapillarity problem was reviewed by D. C. Grahame, J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. 68. 301 (1946); Chemical Reviews 41. (1947).
l^For the history of the subject and the older literature see Handbuch 
der Experimentalphysik. Vol XII.2 (Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft, Leipzig, 
193317 See Section VI, p. 161 and following.
Wien, Wied. Ann.. 58. 37 (1896). See also: C, W. Miller, Phys.
Rev.. 2£, 622 (1932).
■̂ E. Warburg, Wied. Ann.. 67. 493 (1899); Drud. Ann.. 6, 125 (1901).
6
16>later Kruger combined Warburg's diffusion theory with Helmholtz’s con­
cept of a double layer and thereby established that theory of polarization 
which seems to have been most widely accepted in electrochemistry*
None of the older theories, however, is theoretically quite acceptable 
because they make use of the unmodified equation of diffusion, and thereby 
neglect the possible influence of space charge and inhomogeneity of the 
electric field* It is evident that diffusion of charged particles will 
produce an inhomogeneous electric field which should add strongly to the 
observed effects.
By the introduction of the general boundary condition, as mentioned 
above, Jaffe's theory furnishes a much better representation for electrolytic 
polarization, since the generalized theory takes account of diffusion, 
migration and recombination of ions, and of the inhomogeneity of the field, 
and includes the case that ions can transfer their charge at the interface 
with a finite rate* With the simpler assumption that the time-independent 
ac field of zero-order is homogeneous, the frequency-dependent dimensionless 
values of l/Kp and Cp at different values of rate constant ^ have been ob­
tained (see reference III). The theoretical results were compared with 
measurements on the polarization capacitance and excess resistance of KC1
solutions with electrodes of Ni and Au, over a range of concentrations from
_/ 2 17 10 to 10 M and a range of frequencies from 18 cps to 18,000 cps. It was
again realized that, in a situation similar to the case of semiconductors, at
least one more species of ions of considerably lower mobility (approx. l/lOO.)
than the ordinary electrolytic ions has to be present in order to obtain
^F. Kruger, Z. phys. Chem. A5. 1 (1903)o
1 7G. Jaff6 and John A. Rider, "Polarization in Electrolytic Solutions. 
Part II. Measurements," J* Chem. Phys. 20, 1077 (1952).
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a quantitative agreement between theory and experiment, especially at low 
frequencies.
In the time-dependent case of polarization in liquid dielectrics,^® 
the same difficulty was encountered as in the case of semi-conductor& and 
electrolytic solutions. Apart from ions of normal mobility, at least one 
further group of slow ions has to be responsible for the slow decay of 
the charging and discharging current.
Thus, the assumption of slow ions becomes an integral part of Jaffe*s 
theory. There appears no doubt that more than one species of carriers 
(possibly embracing a whole "spectrum1 of mobilities) do exist in any 
conducting system. The question then arises whether this explanation is 
unique and general. To match experimental and theoretical curves sometimes 
requires more than two species of slow ions (see footnote 7 for instance).
In such a case the comparison appears somewhat arbitrary. The consideration 
of this problem is one object of the present investigation.
Our theory so far presented is not complete enough in the following
respectss First, the equivalent l/R and C of the interfacial layerP p
itself have not been taken into account. What we have treated is only the 
so-called "normal diffusion layer" in which the charge carriers move freely 
in the diffusion field as well as in the electric field, subject to the 
general boundary condition for a hypothetical geometric plane at the inter­
face. Due to the physical nature of the interfaces and the finite dimensions 
of the carrier, the potential barrier is presumably very complicated and 
has a finite thickness. The motion of carriers within the barrier layer does
1 c*Technical Report No. 3, "On Polarization in Liquid Dielectrics", 
Final Report of ONR Contract Nonr - 183(00) NR 017-301, Sept. 1, 1952; and G. 
Jaffe and C. Z. LeMay, J. Chem. Phys. pending publication. This ONR report 
will be referred to hereafter as reference IV.
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not need to be the same as in the normal diffusion layer. Furthermore, should 
any chemical reactions take place at the interface, as will practically al­
ways happen, the interface will be still more complicated and another medium 
may be created. In that case, the characteristics of this new medium must be 
considered. Second, the dc component has been disregarded in treating the 
ac case. The diffusion potential at the interface, the magnitude of which 
usually can not be neglected as compared with the applied ac voltage, acts 
as an automatic bias. Therefore, we may say that practically no pure ac 
problems exist in nature. Third, the dependence of field on the frequency 
and the charge transfer rate has not been included in the zero-order field.
It can be foreseen that the ac field becomes more and more homogeneous as the 
frequency or the charge transfer rate increases, sinc& ihe carriers have no 
time to build up the space charge at the interface. We have performed the 
calculations under two different assumptions representing extreme cases: 
first, for the hyperbolic cosine field which holds when the frequency ap­
proaches zero, and second, for a homogenous field which can be realized 
only when no space charge is built up. Fourth, the formulation of the 
general boundary condition has no theoretical deductions based on the 
process of charge transfer at the interface. Our general boundary con­
dition is not without limitations. These, however, can only be revealed 
by detailed analyses according to the microscopic point of view and estab­
lished reaction principles.
In the light of the above considerations, the concept of the ideal and 
compound interfaces is introduced and the process of charge transfer dis­
cussed. The rate constant  ̂can expressed in terms of more fundamental 
physical constants, and its temperature dependence can be seen. It is found 
that our general boundary condition holds only for certain conditions. These 
form Chapter II.
9
In Chapter III, a new set of boundary conditions for the polarization 
layer at one ideal interface is given. Formerly, we treated two identical 
polarization layers at two symmetrical ideal interfaces (electrodes). The 
result is halved to yield the characteristics of one polarization layer.
In the present treatment the fundamental differential equations are solved 
with the new set of boundary conditions on the basis of an n-species system. 
Thus, the ambiguity between the thickness of the polarization layer and the 
half electrode distance is avoided.
The ac characteristics of the polarization layer are treated in 
Chapter IV for both the case of no bias and the case with bias. The case 
of no bias is treated to the second approximation. From the limiting values 
of the results for the case with bias, one can qualitatively interpret the 
inductive behavior and the phenomena of peaks observed by McDonald and 
Roubique (see reference I, p. 150, Figs. V to D and also p. 124) on the 
selenium rectifier.
In Chapter V, the compound interfacial system is treated. With the 
addition of a thin insulation layer at the interface, the abnormally high 
frequency dependence of the capacitance at low frequencies can be explained 
without the assumption of very slow ions.
A continuous flow cell was developed for the measurement on electro­
lytic polarization. This cell proved to yield much better reproducibility 
and precision than the old cell (see reference 17, for instance). Experi­
ments on electrolytic rectification of the aluminum-aluminum oxide-ammonium 
borate solution system have been performed for various values of concentra­
tion and forming voltage at frequencies from 18 cps to 18,000 cps. This 
system definitely contains a compound interface and should serve as a good 
test of the present theory, especially for the case that the solution attacks
10
the electrode* These experiments are described in detail in Chapter VI* 
Finally, in Chapter VII, the method of comparison between theory 
and experiment are given, together with typical results obtained*
CHAPTER II
TRANSFER OF CHARGE THROUGH INTERFACES
Electric conduction by charge carriers moving under an electric field 
in a medium (hereafter called Medium I) bounded by other media depends 
upon the motion of carriers and the change of their charge states, not only 
inside the medium, but also at the interfaces of this medium and other media. 
Medium I is supposed to be separated from its bounding media by complicated 
potential barriers. It is possible for such a barrier to exist even be­
tween two identical media. The carriers which have sufficient energy when 
they reach one of the interfaces may cross the barrier into the adjacent med­
ium (hereafter called Medium II) or exchange their charges with the carriers 
in the adjacent medium through the barrier. In the first process the carrier 
after crossing the barrier may diffuse into Medium II, or undergo a chemical 
reaction and form a layer of new substance at the interface. This may change 
the interfacial condition, thereby altering the crossing and charge exchange 
rates of the carriers. In the process of charge exchange the carriers, after 
changing their charge states, may have one of many reactions and disappear or 
accumulate at the interface according to the reaction and diffusion laws. The 
interfacial conditions may also be changed as in the previous process.
Either process will produce conduction of electricity through the inter­
face. The magnitude and direction of the current through the interface 
will depend upon the rate of crossing or the rate of charge exchange of 
the carriers through the barrier in both directions.
In developing the present theory we will consider that:
(l) the interface is a geometrical plane, smooth and homogeneous, 
so that the current density is uniform?
11
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(2) if a layer of new substance which will influence the inter­
facial condition is formed either in Medium I or in Medium
II, then it is considered that two new interfaces are created, 
one between Medium I and the new layer, and the other between 
the new layer and Medium II;
(3) the barrier is so flat and wide at the top that the quantum 
mechanical tunnelling effects may be neglected,and the treat­
ment may be taken to be classical;
(4) the temperature is within a range such that the carriers in 
Medium I and Medium II are Boltzmann systems; and
(5) the rate of charge exchange at the interface is not fast enough 
to upset the steady condition.
We shall treat the simple and hypothetical case that no new substance 
is formed at the interface, or that the substance formed does not affect the 
interfacial condition. In other words, there will be only one interface 
between Medium I and Medium II and no intermediate medium exists. Such 
an interface may be called "ideal”. In most interfacial conducting systems, 
an intermediate medium is supposed to be created between Medium I and Med­
ium II and the interface may be called "compound". A compound-interface 
system can be treated in an approximate way as a combination of many ideal-
interface systems connected in series, as will be discussed in Chapter V.
Due to the complexity of mathematical formulations, a table of notation 
containing all symbols used throughout this thesis is given in Appendix C.
1. Crossing process for an ideal interface.
Suppose that the ideal interface is located at the plane x = 0, Medium
I occupying the positive x-space and Medium II the negative x-space. The 
thickness of the potential barrier is not considered explicitly in the
13
formulation* It is usually assumed that the electric field inside the 
potential barrier is homogeneous. Then the rate n (number per square 
centimeter per second) for the carriers crossing the interface from Medium 
I to Medium II is
U  =  N  V  a*/9 [— i t ] , (2.1)
where the following designations hold for Medium I at the interface; N the 
carrier concentration (number per cc), v the average velocity of the car­
riers normal to the interface, U a definite energy corresponding to the 
height of the potential barrier, <p the potential energy (other than the 
electrical potential), fc the algebraic quantity of charge carried by the 
carrier, fl a factor called transfer coefficient in electrochemistry and 
representing the symmetry of the potential barrier, V the electric potential 
with respect to Medium II at the interface, k the Boltzmann constant, and 
T the absolute temperature.
Similarly, for the carrier in Medium II, the rate n1 of crossing the
interface from Medium II to Medium I is
ru’ = N ’ v' [- (1/ - <t»’ + i (1 -n) V )AT] ( ̂2'2)
where the prime denotes the quantities for Medium II. For a symmetrical
X
barrier JV= 0.5* Both v and v1 can be considered equal to (kT/2 TT m) , 
where m is the mass of the carrier.
Thus, the resultant current density j (algebraic quantity) flowing 
from Medium II to Medium I can be represented by
} =  - £ i*|o(iAV A T ) N
+  V. A t ]  i\T , (2.3)
where
!-# a  V  *SX-f [ - ( U - 4 > ) A t ]  ,
=  V'^| o [-(U-<|3)At ]
There exist equilibrium concentrations N* and N1* when the carriers 
crossing the interface in both directions have the same rate, and the 
resultant current density j =0, Eq. (2.3) can then be expressed in an 
alternative form as follows:
j- = - 1 v A t ) [n - ( n 7 n’*)n *] (2>6)
Eq« (2.3) or (2.6) is the general boundary condition for electric conduction 
by the crossing of charge carriers through an ideal interface.
If, for a given current, the concentration at the interface in Medium 
II differs very little from its equilibrium concentrations, (2.6) becomes
jf “ -* VAt) (N — n*) , (2.7)
since N'/N1* 1. This will be true if j is small and N* is very large as
compared with N. This is true for electronic carriers if Medium II is a 
good conductor, e.g., a metallic electrode. This follows because a com­
paratively small change of electronic concentration occurs in the material
of higher conductivity when two materials of widely different conductivities 
19are in contact. 7 
19H. Y. Fan, "Contacts Between Metals and Between a Metal and a 





2. Exchange process for an ideal Interface
The exchange of charge is a reaction of second or higher order. Many
possible processes of charge exchange may occur at an interface. We will
not make a thorough analysis of these reactions here. It seems only necessary
to treat one typical and interesting process in which the carriers in Medium
I become neutralized by the carriers of opposite charge in Medium II when they
reach the interface with sufficient energy. Similar results can be obtained
for other processes of charge exchange.
The treatment of this typical exchange process is exactly the same
as for the crossing process, except that the average crossing velocities
v and v’ are now replaced by the specific reaction rate constants k-̂ and
k2 respectively. These rate constants can be expressed according to any
theory of reaction kinetics. In the interest of generality they are retained
20without further analysis.
Thus, Eq. (2.3) represents a general boundary condition for the trans­
fer of charge by either crossing or exchange process at most metal-semi- 
conductor and metal-solution interfaces. Eq. (2.7) is a good approximate 
form of the general boundary condition. The parameters and have the 
dimension of velocity and can be called the "charge transfer rates" for the 
particular species of carriers at the interface in the directions from Med­
ium I to Medium II and from Medium II to Medium I respectively.
20According to the absolute rate theory, the rate constant can be 
expressed in terms of the transmission coefficient, K, the factor kT/h5 
the partition function ratio of the reacting components, f(T)| and the 
activation energy we such that
•fc, (SC K (-kT/h )f(T) W«/*.T ) .
See H. Eyring, "General Theory of Reaction Rates", Chemical Review. 17.
65 (1935) and "The Activated Complex in Chemical Reactions", J. Chem.
Phvs.. 2s 107 (1935)5 also R. H. Fowler, Statistical Mechanics. Second 
Edition, London, Cambridge University Press, 1936, p. 846.
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• ^ ^ ^In particular, if V is zero or the variation of V is small so that V
can be considered to be constant, Eq* (2*7) has the form
\ =  -  £ S ( N —  IN* ) , (2.8)
where
^ ^  ( £ ft \/ / )  (2*9)
and can be assumed to be independent of the applied voltage* It will be
seen later in Chapter IV that this assumption is legitimate since the varia­
tion of ^ does not appreciably change the characteristics of the polariza­
tion layer when ^ small*
3. The concept of the general boundary condition.
If the charge transfer rate is zero, it follows from (2.7) that
the carrier can neither cross nor exchange its charge through the interface^
then we may say that the interface is Mcompletely blocked” with respect to
15 '1the carrier. Thus, the boundary condition, used by Warburg and Jaffe ,
j «* O  (2.10)
corresponds with the special case £ = 0 of the general boundary condition.
It means that the potential barrier at the interface is infinitely high so
that no transfer of charge between two media can take place at their inter­
face and n = n1 =0. The equilibrium concentrations do not exist and have 
no meaning for a completely blocked interface*
If, on the other hand, the charge transfer rate becomes infinite, 
it follows from (2*7) that
N  —  N *  (2.11)
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since the current j must be finite® This represents the limiting case 
that the transfer of charge is so quick that N has its equilibrium value 
N* at all times at the interface and also implies that the interface does 
not exist at all. Under these conditions the interface is called "open" 
with respect to the carrier® Thus,, Schottky’s boundary condition which 
prescribes that the electronic concentration at the interface be inde­
pendent of the current is the special case$0-*ooof the general boundary 
condition and implies that the interface is open.
It is understood that the value of N* is not necessarily identical 
with the undisturbed concentration cQ which exists at large distances from 
the interfaces. As long as N* is not equal to cQ, there will be a "depletion 
layer" or an "accumulation layer" near the interface in Medium I at the 
equilibrium condition, according to whether N*< cQ or N* > cQ. The con­
dition N* = cQ implies the non-existence of such an inhomogeneous layer near 
the interface! we shall call such an interface "completely open". In part­
icular, when N* - 0, Eq. (2.11) reduces to
N =  O , (2.12)
21which is J. J. Thomson’s boundary condition at the surface of the electrodes 
for the conduction of electricity through gases. Such an interface acts like 
a sink to the charge carrier.
2 \̂J. J. Thomson, Conduction of Electricity through Gases. Chapter IV, 
1928, also G. Jaffe, Ann, d. Fhysik. A3. 2, P. 249, 1914*
CHAPTER III
GENERAL EQUATIONS FOR THE TIME-INDEPENDENT SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 
OF CHARGE CARRIERS, FIELD, AND CURRENT 
AT AN IDEAL INTERFACE
221. Fundamental differential equations
We are treating the linear case only and consider a system of charge 
carriers moving in a homogeneous medium of dielectric constant K, under 
an electric field E in the x-direction. Our basic assumptions are the 
followings
(i) The electric field is so weak that on the average the energy lost 
or gained by a carrier over a mean free path when moving up against 
the interface is small in comparisonwith its average kinetic energy* 
A carrier will suffer many collisions before it reaches the interface, 
so that the carrier migration is of the nature of a diffusion pro­
cess*
(ii) The carrier concentration N (number per c,c.) is so low that the 
carriers in the medium, except at the interface, are in a state of 
complete association or dissociation, or the recombination process 
is so rapid that, at all times, the formation and recombination 
balance each other (quasi-thermic condition)*
(iii) The carrier concentration is also low enough to make possible only 
such weak interactions between carriers as will allow each species
23to make its own independent contribution to the electric conduction.
22These equations are exactly the same as originally given by Jaff6 
in reference II, except that the presentation has been rearranged and simp­
lified. The basic assumptions for setting up and solving these equations 
are emphasized.
23The term "species” is used here in a physical senses that Is, 
two carriers will be considered as belonging to the same species only ‘if 
they are identical in all their fundamental physical properties relevant 
to electric conduction in a given system* These properties are to be 
taken ass quantity of charge carried, sign of charge, mobility, coefficient 
of diffusion, and all interface constants.
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As a result, any electrical quantity describing the behavior of an n-species 
system is equal to the summation of the corresponding quantity contributed 
by each species separately* The common electric field in which all species 
move, however, represents the effect of all species and must be considered 
the same for all in such a summation*
(lv) The mobility b and coefficient of diffusion D are known functions of 
temperature and independent of x and time t*
According to the assumption (iii), we only have to formulate all 
expressions for any one species, except the field which is determined 
by the contributions of all species. Therefore the mathematical formu­
lations for an n-species system will be simplified. Furthermore, the 
charge t and mobility b are treated here as signed quantities, being 
positive for positive charge carriers and negative for negative ̂ charge 
carriers* All equations are then equally applicable to either positive
p/or negative charge carriers*
The equations of balance for the convection current density j, 
the total current density J (sum of the convection current and dis­
placement current), and the rate of change of carrier concentration for 
any species in the n-species system can then be set up as follows:
j(x.-t) -  t b NU,t)Eu,-t) Nl*.i) . (3.D
2/The convection current is conventionally referred to the equiva­
lent current of positive charge carriers. Under the same field, the cur­
rent of negative charge carriers is flowing in the opposite direction to 
the current of positive charge carriers. Thus, we have to change the sign 
of the current of negative charge carriers in order to convert it into 
the equivalent current of positive charge carriers, and therefore two 
different current equations are needed for positive and negative charge 
carriers. If we treat b as a signed quantity having the same sign as 
t , then this change of sign for the current will be taken into con­
sideration by b automatically and one current equation can be used for both 
positive and negative charge carriers*
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J  (t) sr jf (x,-t) -I- ( K/4Tr) yj- E ( M )  , (3.2)
It N  M )  -  - b Ij- [N Lx.i) E(*,«] + D  N  (X.0 . <3-3>
E and N are related according to the Poisson equation
=  ( 4 i r / K )  2  £ ‘ N l  ( x / t ) .  (3.4-)3 ; t  I
The suirmiation sign has been used in (3«4) since the field is due to all 
species.
Naturally, E has to be determined subject to the condition that 
the prescribed electric potential V at x s  jb9 with respect to x s  0, 
is given by
V(*)=\ E(*/t)d:r , {3 .5)
•'o
We restrict the investigation to the case that V is of the simple
form
\/(*) = Vo + Vi Cx)4Kf>(iu»i) , (3>6)
where 00 is the angular frequency, VQ is the combination of the diffusion
potential and the dc component of the applied voltage, and is the am-
25plitude of the ac component of the applied voltage.
It is assumed that the time required for arrival at a steady state
26is negligible as compared with the period of V^. Thus the motion 
(macroscopic) of the charge carriers will be periodic and have the same 
angular frequency as V^. Owing to the nonlinearity of the differential 
equations, N, E, j, and J can only be represented by Fourier series with
25The diffusion potential, first discussed by Schottky, is the 
equivalent potential for producing the difference between the equilibrium 
concentration at the interface and the undistrubed concentration in the 
bulk medium.
26rhi s required that <*>« l/Mb, where M gg the effective mass of the 
charge carrier. For average ions l/Mb «  3x10 per sec*, which is much 
higher than any frequencies in practical measurements.
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u) as the fundamental angular frequency. However, all electrical quantities 
for a homogeneous medium seem unlikely to have discontinuities or surges in 
the steady state and, hence, only a few terms of the Fourier series are of 
importance. Even so the solutions are complicated. For the present, we 
assume that is so small that all harmonics may be neglected and N, E,
j, and J can be represented by equations of the form (3.6). Under these 
circumstances the above time-dependent equations (from (3.1) to (3#5)) can 
be reduced to dc and ac components in time-independent form. For the dc 
component, we have
= tb N.U)E.(*)- l D j - x N.c*) 
E.U) =  (4tt/k)Z 6; N > ) .
i * I
&





For the ac component, we have
j^iCx)=s£-bF((^) ^  dx '
J, =  /,(*) +  i&>(K/4Tr)E,(x) . 
itoNiM -D-rr; N,(x) =  - b4-F,c*) (3.12)
(3.11)
(3.10)
E . W - ^ j r / i O Z ^ N f O O
( iV, =  I E,(*)dx.
'O
.bbreviation
F, (*) = E.C*} N,(*) + E,C*)N.W
(3.13)
(3.14)
Here the ab revi
(3.15)
has been introduced. Each component has to be solved separately.
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2bl Boundary conditions for one polarization layer
The solutions for N, E, j, and J in the time-independent form can be 
obtained with adequate boundary conditions* It seems preferable to in­
vestigate the characteristics of one polarization layer only (that means 
the polarization at one electrode)* It makes no difference whether the 
two electrodes are of identical nature or not.
Suppose the interface (not necessary the electrode surface) to 
be located at x as 0, and the electric potential difference across the 
interface can be disregarded. Then, according to (2*8) given in Chapter 
II the boundary condition at the interface is
I  ( o . - f c )  =  -  l  J- [ N ( 0, * )  -  N * ( o , - t ) ]  (3. 16)
The Influence of this interface on the carrier distribution decreases 
with an increase of x. Suppose that at x =X/> this influence becomes so 
small that the concentration will practically remain constant at its 
normal (undisturbed) value cq. Thus,
N  ( / . , * ) - c. . (3.1V)
We call A  the effective thickness of the polarization layer. The deter­
mination of X/ will be discussed in the next chapter.
Eqs. (3*16) and (3.17) are the boundary conditions for one polariza­
tion layer. If the equilibrium concentration is supposed to be inde­
pendent of time, Eqs. (3*16) and(3.17) imply different boundary condi­
tions for thte dc and ac components, namely
k  =  “  *5 [N.Co)-N*], N 0U,)*c. , (3<18)
},(<>)«-£$ IM/o) , Ni(Jti)»0 . (3.19)
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3. D. G. solutions
Since we will not investigate the pure dc case in this thesis, we
shall derive only some important equations which will be useful in in-
27vestigating the ac characteristics.
If Eq (x) is considered known, the formal solution of (3*7) for 
(x) is
=  j./£D)P(x)] vz(x) . (3.20)
where we have set
and
V; (ac) =s ( b/l) ) ( E.(^) = ( b / v )  V o M  .







After applying the boundary conditions (3.18) to (3.20), we obtain the 
dc solutions for current and carrier distributions,




The method of successive approximation begins with the assumption 
of an adequate Eq(x) as the zero-order approximation. Then N̂ (x) and, 
therefore, Eq (x) of the first-order approximation can be calculated from 
(3*24) and (3*8) respectively. By repeatedly using (3*24) and(3*8) we 
can obtain higher order approximations of Eq(x ) , Nq(x), and j (from (3*23)).
J
27For the time-dependent dc solution, refer to footnote 18.
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The calculations can be simplified, however, by making some assumptions 
for particular problems*
It can be seen from (3.24) that when ^ O ( s t a t i c  state) 
the carrier distribution becomes
N „ M  -  C. JUXjf [V.(X) - V'.(ii)] _ (3.25)
If we choose a homogeneous field (Eq(x) *■ constant) as the zero-order 
approximation, (3*25) gives
N 0(x) as Ca A0t|9 [v.(t)(x-Xl)/^l] f (3.26)
which serves as a good approximation for Nq(x) in treating ac cases*
When  ̂=  0, the first-order approximation for Eq(x) has been given 
by Jaffe as ^
E.(*) =  E.(6i) Cosll [o£/(x-i,)]  ̂ (3.27)
For an electrically neutral system of n species, 06 is given by
Ot* =  (ST/K)( b / D )  tlci t (3.28)
  L- i
where (b/D) represents the average value per unit valence for all species,
and 2 *  denotes summation over all species of carriers of the same sign of
charge.
If we treat F^(x) as known, we obtain the solution of (3*12) for N^(x):
N, (x) * £ , XXf> (yU, x) + T, (-/‘lX) + [(*/(*) +Gi(*)] (3.29)
2SSee footnote 1, pp. 228 to 229. The value of ©6 for n species 
has been recently obtained by the author (see footnote 10, pp. 24 to 
26).
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Here we have set
i
= ( !  +  £)( w / 2 D ) J . (3.30)
and
G (Cx) =  (/<,*) . (3.31)
—  0 {*
Gr,(x)« ^  ( “/* '* )  \ JWf>(M)F,(^)d^ . <3‘32)
The constants of integration 5>i and remain to he determined from the 
boundary conditions.
Substituting (3.29) into the Poisson equation (3*13), an integral 
equation for E^(x) is obtained:
E1W-E,(o)+!|̂ { g | ( ^ x H ) - ^
(3.33)
where E^(0) is determined by the condition (3*14) , considering as known, 
Combining (3*10) and (3*12) by elimination of F^(x), and by the sub­
stitution of (3*29) for N-̂ (x), we obtain by simple integration:
j,(*)»-y*tDr&,**f»(/i|X)-3fi + jg[G,M-Q-,(*)]j (3.34)
The total current density is independent of x. Thus, the
substitution of (3.34-) and 3.33) into (3.11) gives, for x ss 0,
Jt Ju (II . "
(3.35)
ssiu)(k/47t)v>(i>)/h +  ̂ " x  j F-'w^x
"  t, { e ' + J'
We have now completed the general solutions for N^(x), E^(x), ĵ (x). 
and in which the integration constants 5 1 an^ can determined
by any boundary conditions. For one -polarization layer, we obtain from 
(3*18), (3.29), and (3.34)s
—  26
6 .  — 7 5 -  <>•*>
7 , — &  (3-37’
Here the function <ptx) is defined ass
(£,(*) =  [l + — ^ a n k C ^ t , * ) ]  (3.38)
Simply by substituting (3*36) and(3.37) into (3.29), (3.33) and
(3.35) we obtain the complete solutions for N-̂ (x), E^(x) and for one 
polarization layers
m  l« ( ■ (3.39)
e ,(«)=e w  - 2  m » +a»3 £t$Sffll >
+Zxi4.sl
(3.40)
/ J Vi\*‘J/ -tI
t*b*
J, =  ia>(K/477-)V.(ii) ii
TV ffc,,, g ;u ,)+g :Ui) ^ „ s
1 1 X X̂ jaCyUfi,) +  ̂ (3 (-/tiii) 1 'L o
(3.41)
We are interested in calculating which will give the alternating 
current-voltage characteristics of the polarization layer. Because of 
the function F-̂ (x), an evaluation of would require the knowledge of 
Eq(x) and Nq(x), i.e., the solution of the dc component. The calculation 
would become prohibitively complicated. Therefore, we must introduce 
simpler approximations for individual problems. For instance, in the case 
of pure ac with no bias applied, we can assume E<, — 0 in order to make the 
knowledge of the dc solution unnecessary. The results can in general only 
be obtained by the method of successive approximation which begins with 
the assumption of an adequate function for E^(x) as the zero-order ap­
proximation. However, for some particular cases the differential equations
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can be made linear and therefore an exact solution can be obtained 
with particular zero solutions.
CHAPTER IV
A, C. CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IDEAL POLARIZATION LAYER
1a Characteristics without bias.
(a) First-order approximation.
The function F^(x) involved in can be evaluated by the following 
zero solution* tfe assume that the interface is of such a nature that,
In the absence of an external field* the undisturbed concentration co
extends almost uniformly up to the interface. This means setting N* =  cq. 
This is a very good approximation for electrolytic conduction when 5 — > 0, 
i.e., there is no reaction at the interface (completely blocked)* With 
this assumption, and no bias applied 0), the set
Eo =  °» No “  V  J'o=0’ ^
represents a solution for the dc component in this particular case*
As for the field E^(x), we have carried out the calculations with 
two different assumptions, namely for the hyperbolic field (corresponding 
with the static field given in (3.28)) used in reference II for the case 
5 * 0 ,  and for a homogeneous field used in reference IV* The homogeneous- 
field assumption gives a simple mathematical treatment with good approxi­
mation for high frequencies and low concentrations, and makes it possible
X 29I equal to the half electrode distance. However, it can not
29For a hypothetic one-species system or for a neutral system con­
taining two species of positive and negative charge carriers which have the 
same values of b and T; , an exact solution can be obtained with the zero- 
solution (4-.1) . The condition of such a system can be approached in the 
case of electrolytic conduction when the electrode Is inert to the elec­
trolyte, as usually assumed by Jaffe for dilute KC1 solutions using nickel 
or gold electrodes.
It is interesting that the exact solution gives l/R and C which 
are indistinguishable from the homogeneous-fieId result when ^/3is l£rge.
The exact solution is not so general as the approximate method. It can not 
be applied for a system containing more than one species* (Continued on next
28
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cover the general cases* It will be shown in the second-order approxi­
mation that the homogeneous field is only realized at very high fre­
quencies if we consider X\to be the thickness of the polarization layer. 
It seems almost impossible to have a homogeneous field within practical 
frequency ranges for a system containing electronic carriers. In addi­
tion, if the homogeneous field is used the following interesting features 
are losts (l) the determination of the effective thickness JL\ of the 
polarization layer from the zero-order field, and (2) the simple inter­
pretation of the ac characteristics of polarization layer with bias. On 
the other hand the results derived from the hyperbolic field approach 
automatically to the same values as those derived from the homogeneous 
field if the frequency is high enough such that the real value of 
Furthermore, it will be shown later (see (4.26)) that the charge transfer 
rate  ̂ will not influence the field distribution as much as yU|. The 
hyperbolic field still represents a good approximation when ^ is not 
very small. Therefore, the hyperbolic field
E^Cx) =  ot V, Cosh / Smh(otii) (4*2)
is now taken as the zero-order approximation.
It is also interesting that the exact field approaches a 
homogeneous distribution when/*,->00or ? -+00 , and approaches a hyper­
bolic distribution when/t,-*0 and ? —► 0. When/t,-*0 only, the exact 
field can be expressed as
*  I v z / p I  1 2 _  f « V ,  Co*h[<X(x-v£,)]l
in which the first bracket represents the homogeneous field and the 
second bracket the hyperbolic field. The definitions of fi and f 
will be given later in Eqs. (4*7) and (4.9) • See Appendix A for 
the complete derivation of the exact solution.
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Substituting (4.1) and (4.2) into (3.41) and dividing by V^, we 
obtain the complex admittance (per cm ) of one polarization layer
due to one species of carriers!
la3--au.\> -Uk faJ.)i (4.3)Y," - & £
where
V =  ctnh (oc£t) . (4.4)
Separating and equating the real and imaginary parts on both sides 
of (4.3)> we obtain the parallel resistance R^ and parallel capacitance 
0^ per square centimeter (Ĉ  includes both the polarization and geometri­
cal capacitance)s
I iR - R Y A f i r . r )  or = T Y J f i , r . r ) / / »  u.5)
r ^
C f =  c .  [ ^ ( M . O A V s  + 2/ j 0 . (4. 6)
Here and + may be referred to as the
dimensionless parallel conductance l/R# and parallel capacitance C^* 
of one polarization layer, for one species of carriers, as functions 
of three dimensionless parameters! the "reduced effective thickness1 
of the polarization layer
(4.7)
the "reduced frequency”
i z =  CO/2-DOC3- , (4.8)
30and the "reduced rate of charge transfer" at the interface
^This definition of the "reduced rate" is different from our old 
definition of 5 (see (22) in reference III). The new "reduced rate" so 
defined will be independent of JL\ , thereby not being variable with the 
frequency.
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«- =  ? / * D  =  ?//3 (*.,)
Ar,r) and %(fi. Y.<r) are defined as
l - A + A T , ( f ^ o ) - B Y c ^,»:o) (
Vt(f.r.r)-A'IC(fi,r.o)-B + B'li(jJ.f.o) (4.ii)
The two functions A and B are, respectively, the real and imaginary 
parts of the factor Cf>(Zi)(see Eq* 3*38)) and defined as
________ 2 t* + r r l M
u ' ' 2T1 + 2 V<rg((x)+<r4 3j(>) ' (4.12)
n | y ~\ _ ______y ^a(x)_________
P‘ ' ) 2a-i+ 2/<r-̂ (\) + ’ (4*13)
where, for the simplicity of notation, we denote ryj by X as assigned
by Jaffe*
The three functions ĝ , ĝ , and ĝ  are defined as
( X ) ss (sinh ( X ) 4* sin. ( ̂  ))/(cosh( X ) 4- cos( X )), (4-.14)
g^ ( X ) =■ (sinh ( X ) — sin ( X ))/(cosh( X ) 4- cos( X )), (4*15)
g  ̂ ( X ) (cosh ( X  ) —  cos ( A ))/(cosh( X ) 4- cos( X ))• (4#l6)
The two functions CO) and are defined for the first-
31order approximation as
V ? i p x o )  = (vryx)- 2v * * a ( * ) + 4 r + )/(i + *r+) (4.17)
=(vr^,a)- 2/* + 2^ y3̂ (x))/( i + 4r4) (4.is)
Finally,
-i- =tbc,/i, = 2 ibc.oi/jj s P/yJ (4.19)
f\ oo
The functions and are identical with Jaffe
functions T^(X#jO and Vl(Kfi) respectively (see Eqs. (30)and (31) in 
reference II)* The superscript indicates the order of approximation.
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is the normal conductance per species, which is reached as and
C. —  *• b c* /<*D (4.20)
is the capacitance per species, which is approached as 6V"—►O and
When the interface is completely blocked, i.e. 0 , (4*10) and 
(4*11) become respectively
(-4.21)
+  2//}] (4.22)
These two equations should be identical with Jaffi's original equations 
((38) in reference II or (32) in reference IH). However, one more term,
2/ (J , appears here in (4.22). This additional term is the "equivalent 
geometrical capacitance per species" which becomes important when Xi is 
small. It can not be disregarded at high frequencies when $j\ is treat­
ed as dependent on the frequency (this will be discussed later in the 
determination of in the second-order approximation)
Here again, the definition of l/Roo is different from our old 
definition of Eq. (26) in reference III. Since j£( is a function of fre­
quency, l/Roo becomes indefinite according to our old definition when 
f —>oo , t\ —>0 . C is not necessary the maximum capacitance. It 
will be shown In the second order approximation that the maximum cap­
acitance may occur at frequency other than zero.
*^The geometrical capacitance is K/4ir/j »  (2/fi) (KOc/4tt). It 
can be easily seen from the definitions of C (4.20) and OC (3*28) that 
(K/47rA)/C will be equal to 2/fi for each sp§cies.
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When the frequency is very high or the concentration is very low 
such that /»1 , then
Y A% . r . o )  _  i _  2,(x)///3 , W ’C , <*•»>
and (4.5) and (4*6) become respectively
[l -  (A J.OO + B ?,(>)) Ay»]  ̂ u#24)
C e = =  +  * U. 25)
which are exactly the same as the result given in reference in, derived
34from the homogeneous field. This shows the generality of (4*5) and 
(4*6) and gives one of the reasons for preferring the hyperbolic field 
as the zero-order approximation*
For the first-order approximation we follow Jaffe*s treatment in 
the determination of £\ , assuming that the geometrical capacitance can 
be disregarded* In addition, we assume that £\ is independent of the 
charge transfer rate ^ (since does not depend on appreciably as 
will be discussed in the next section) * Thus, the values in Table I, 
p* 1075, reference III, can be used for the calculation of (4.5) and 
(4*6) for all values of § . We present here Figs* 1 and 2 in which the 
universal functions of parallel conductance %  (fj r)/fi(T) and parallel 
•polarization capacitance (V, of one polarization layer are plotted
versus the reduced frequency ^ for selected values of ^ , our old de­
finition of the reduced rate of charge transfer. § -  <rjiW and is there-
34Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25) are identical with (19) and (20) in re­
ference III after the substitution of A and B, and the change of Jli to 
X  /2 in order to convert one layer into two symmetrical layers*
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fore a function of ^ , Because of this functional dependence J should 
not be used as a parameter for these families of curves* However, the 
recalculation would be a great task and is not worthwhile for the fol­
lowing reasons: The change of J with if is small at low frequencies,
and although large at high frequencies its effect on the parallel re­
sistance and polarization capacitance is small* As a result, the use of
f as a parameter, instead of 9 will not produce significant error.
The scale of these curves is doubly logarithmic. Owing to the re­
duced representation, Figs. 1 and 2 comprise all possible cases, and it 
is seen that the state of affairs depends only on the dimensionless
variables Y and J .
Fig. 1 shows that the conductance l/Hp reaches the same value at high 
frequency under all circumstances, i.e., no matter what the charge trans­
fer rate is. This result means physically that conditions at the inter­
face become less and less important as the frequency increases. The dif­
ference of the behavior of Fig. 1 here from Fig. 1, reference III, which 
has been derived from the homogeneous field, lies in that the former reaches 
constant values much more slowly than the latter as frequency decreases. 
Within the present experimental range of frequencies, the conductance 
curves of the former always show a slight negative slope, which is con­
firmed by most experimental results in semiconductor and electrolytic 
conduction measurements. This is another good feature of the hyperbolic 
zero-order field.
Fig. 2 shows that the capacitance for t -► 0 depends very strongly 
on the value of the reduced rate of charge transfer. For J * 0 (no 
transfer of charge at all, i.e. a completely blocked interface) C 
reaches its maximum value CQ. Asjincreases, Cp gradually decreases;
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however, the relative maximum value of each curve does not occur at Y  =  0.
On the other hand, when  ̂ becomes larger (say 0#1 < 0.5), the curves
^or Pass through a maximum at frequencies (around ^«0.3), which are
higher for larger values of f . For still larger values of J the value
of C becomes negative at low frequencies, indicating an inductive behavior
of the polarization layer. This is the remarkable difference between the
behavior of C curves obtained from the homogeneous zero—order field as P
shown in Fig. 2, reference 113̂  and the curves obtained from the hyperbolic 
zero-order field as shown here in Fig. 2. It appears at first that such 
inductive behavior is quite reasonable, as it has been already observed 
in semiconductors; however, it is very doubtful whether the assumption 
of the hyperbolic field is still good for such large values of ^ at very 
low frequencies. It will be pointed out in the next section that inductive 
behavior does result from our theory, but it is related to the dc component 
of potential (the diffusion potential and the bias) • As Y increases without 
limit, the polarization capacitance approaches zero for all values of J .
As a consequence of the fact that the conductance becomes larger, and 
the polarization capacitance smaller as the effects of polariza­
tion become negligible as long as the condition that N*as c  ̂holds for
the specified system. Then l/R has its normal value, and C the geome-P P
trical value for all frequencies.
(b) Second-order approximation.
In order to carry out the calculation of ac characteristics to the 
second-order approximation we must first find the first-order field.
It is obvious from the field equation (3*4-0) that E-̂ (x) should depend 
on the frequency and the charge transfer rate as well as the carrier 
concentration. This dependence will be shown in the first-order approx-
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imation whether the zero—order field is homogeneous or hyperbolic*
We take the hyperbolic field as zero—order approximation since it is 
more general than the homogeneous field as stated in the last section* 
Substituting the zero solution (4<*l) and the zero—order hyperbolic 
field (4*2) into (3 <.40) , we obtain
.(0 - *
E , M  =  E,(0) { i -  £  e f t * ) }
i =i *
(4.26A)
where we have set
tr^vi _ bfc.: 1
tl K D *
i  J  O *  f  C o s h C y u h x - j E i ) )  j
I L Cashc^fjj,) _
_ r C o s K U U - X ) )
“  L  aJfand J
m v A « )  - ( • .
(4.26B)
(4.27)
10The first-order field E^ (x) shows that (l) the spatial distribution 
of the time-independent field depends strongly on and OL (i.e* the 
frequency/diffusion ratio and the concentration of each species of charge 
carriers), (2) its dependence on (from (4*27)) is much less than the 
dependence on^U[ando6 , so that, for the practical ranges of frequency 
and concentration, we can let ^ =  ® *̂or fkrst-order field, and
(3) the hyperbolic field is a good zero-order approximation for the dc 
case, since E^(x) becomes self-consistant as^j-* 0 (i.e,, the first- 
order field becomes identical with the zero-order field). AsjUt—*0Q9 
becomes homogeneous and the polarization approaches zero as expected.
The exact calculation of the second-order ac characteristics from 
the first-order field (4*26) is complicated. For the sake of simplicity, 
we assumes (l) There exists a one-species system whose concentration and
37
field correspond with the n-species system. The value of fJL\ for this
one-species system can be expressed in terms of for the ith-speeies
« • m
in the n-species system as where Cl should be a function of
position, frequency, and the concentrations and diffusion constants of 
all species, but is considered here to be a constant factor as an approxi­
mation, and (2) the frequency dependence of the field is practically in­
dependent of Jt\ • When Xj is considered large, 06 is usually large enough 
to justify that the zero-order field approaches
E|0)(3C) — > E|(0) , (4.28)
For the equivalent one-species system, (4.26) becomes
[ - o(,ax  /(.oi, + )| t U. 29)
if we let ^ =  0, JL\ - + c o , and \cC'ju$\« .
By comparing the two asymptotic equations (4.28) and (4*29), we arrive 
at a simple conclusion that the second-order ac admittance can be ob­
tained approximately from the first-order by replacing OL in (4*3) with 
*/(<* + a^,), in which the superscript 4 has been omitted according 
to our convention of notation. The approximate first-order field (4.29) 
retains the frequency-dependent feature similar to the original (4*26), 
and gives reasonable frequency—dependent characteristics even when
|a/i,| >ct .
When the layer thickness is treated as constant and large enough 
that fi is larger than 4, then l) 2* 1 and the calculation of the second- 
order approximation becomes simpler. Letting V ®  1 and replacing oC 
in (4.3) by 0LX/(pL^ ajX\) , we obtain, after separating the real and 
imaginary parts, the second approximations for (4.17) and (4.18):
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Yfr * [ft, —  + ft»^A)]/&
"VK tl'( +fts ̂ (x) -fl5 J '
U. 30)
(4.31)
where all h*s are functions of Y only and defined as
A , U )  =  U * C t f ) * '  +  ( * r W ) ) * '
=  | +  ̂  a / 3 + -̂a.4 jr* 
ft3 U) =  a r 2,+ 2 T 3 + 6 a ^  + ? a V f + if<l!r <
A* 00 =  t Jr a - X z‘+  2.a.rv'+ + *fa,3zr̂
=  i / l +  ifar3 ,
When we treat a system consisting predominately of fast ions with 
an admixture of slow ions, the space—charge field is always dominated by 
the fast ions within the practical range of frequency* Thus, for the 
fast ions 0^1 and for the slow ions, ol«  1*
We have calculated for the case a ss 1, (T = 0 and JS:=6 and 10 the
> (i)parallel conductance (l/Rp)/(l/R«>) =s (p,Y,0) and the parallel polar-
better representation, these two functions are plotted versus X  y 
together with the corresponding first-order approximation values ob­
tained by Jaffe, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4#
For the polarization capacitance, both approximations give the 
same values at zero and infinite frequencies as expected. The maximum 
deviation occurs at about X =■ 1; the second-order approximation gives 
larger values. As A increases further, this deviation gradually de­
creases and the second-order approaches finally to the first-order values. 
The remarkable difference between these two approximations is that the se-
J
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cond—order gives a maximum capacitance for each f at a particular fre­
quency (about>«1for 6 and 10) rather than at A=s0 as given by the
first-order. The value Cq is therefore not the maximum capacitance. 
This phenomenon coincides with the first-order approximation for ^ > 0  
(see Fig. 2) when is considered frequency—dependent.
Both approximations yield almost the same conductance when X < 2. 
As A ̂  2 the second-order approximation gives a larger conductance 
than the first-order. As both approximations should give the
same value of conductance for each , although this is not shown in 
the figure„
If we treat the layer thickness jt\ to be variable with frequency, 
then P is not necessary larger than U and the above approximation that 
let 1 would break down. To separate the complex y and determine
JL\ with the first-order field is not a simple matter and would give 
very complicated results. Since 06 for the second-order approximation 
is a function of the first-order field is a complex quantity and
involves phase changes with respect to the position x. At low fre­
quencies, such that |o/4||<ot, this phase change is small and can be neg­
lected. When the frequency is not high, it is reasonable to make the 
simplification that the second—order , denoted by fi , is defined as
/*' =  zl, dzA ol+au.) =  Z3 ■- - » — —  U.33)j -vi /-/ ,+0Ly + io jr i+ar
With this simplification, we have determined fi in terms of Y for 
CC as 1 , following Jaffe's method exactly except that the geometrical
capacitance is not neglected. Theoretically, the inclusion of the 
geometrical capacitance in this determination should give mere correct 




the thickness of the polarization layer
( /3 as a function of Y )
fi’ X r* y fi I09 Y
25 0.0503 0.002012 0.002008 25.05 0.3028 - 3
17 0.252 0.01482 0.01461 17.25 0.1646 - 2
14 0.416 0.0297 0.0288 14 .40 0.4594 - 2
12 0.564 0.0470 0.0448 12.59 0.6513 - 2
10 0.871 0.0871 0.0806 10.81 0.9063 - 2
7 1.295 0.1850 0.1595 8.117 0.2028 - 1
6 1.475 0.2458 0.2041 7.227 0.3098 - 1
4 1.790 0.4475 0.3352 5.341 0.5253 - 1
2 1.760 0.880 0.563 3.126 0.7505 - 1
1.4 1.479 1.056 0.643 2.300 0.8082 - 1
0.8 1.301 1.626 0.870 1.495 0.9395 - 1
0.5 1.090 2.180 1.059 1.209 0.0249
0.2 0.780 3.900 1.537 0.507 0.1867
0.1 0.600 6.00 2.00 0.300 0.3010
0.03 0.393 13.10 3.154 0.1246 0.4989
0.008 0.244 30.50 5.045 0.04836 0.7029
0.00103 0.150 145.6 11.577 0.01296 I.O636
For if <  0.002; exp(- P /4).
For Y  >12 : n  / r2.
AO
The extent of this modification to the polarization capacitance 
is shown by comparison of the dashed curve and solid curve for <T"ss 0 
on Fig* 2* The dashed curve shown has been calculated, including the 
geometrical capacitance and frequency dependence of the field* Since 
the differences between corresponding curves of the two approximations 
are neglibibly small for each (T* at very low frequencies and change 
systematically as the frequency increases, the comparison is drawn only 
for 0 (or f=o).
As Y <0,02, the two approximations yield almost identical values
of C • As Y increases, the second-order C decreases slower than the P * P
first and gives larger values. When Y reaches about 0.8, the doubly 
logarithmic curves of both approximations appear to be straight lines 
with about the same negative slope. When Y increases further, the first- 
order curve remains approximately straight while the second—order tails 
up gradually. This difference will provide better correlation between 
theory and experiment for the second-order (see experimental curves 
in references I and II) *
The influence of the geometrical capacitance and frequency dependence 
of the field on the conductance l/R^ is much smaller than on the polariza­
tion capacitance when the frequency is not high* At high frequencies 
( Y* >  0*6 approx.), the inadequacy of the simplification made for fi' in 
(A*33) tbegins to be evident on the conductance. Thus, this second—order 
modification to the first-order l/R can be disregarded.
2* Characteristics with bias
The diffusion potential at the interface, the magnitude of which 
usually can not be neglected as compared with the applied ac voltage, 
acts as an automatic bias. This diffusion potential is more important
4.1
for electronic carriers at metal-semiconductor interfaces. Therefore, 
we can say that no pure ac problems actually exist in interfacial 
c onductance phenomena.
A general theoretical expression for the ac characteristic of a 
polarizable medium with bias has not been worked out so far. The 
preliminary results obtained here can be used for the qualitative 
interpretation of the experimental data on selenium rectifiers ob­
tained in this department about two years ago. There appears no doubt 
that the inductive behaviour and the peaks observed by McDonald and 
Roubique (see reference I, p. 150 Fig. V-D and p. 124-) are the 
natural result of our theory. Unfortunately, time is not available to 
undertake a thorough investigation and make numerical calculations for a 
quantitative comparison between experiment and theory. It is anti­
cipated that the method and the preliminary results presented here 
may serve as a basis for further development of this problem.
In most cases the dc current is very small because the applied 
dc voltage is low in comparison with the high forming voltage. It is 
reasonable to assume that the dc components of N and E approach the case 
^ -— » 0. From (3.26) and (3.27), we have
is usually considered to be large when the frequency approaches zero.
The dc voltage is negative when the current flows in the positive 
x-direction, i. e., from the interface into the medium for the particular
U.34)
and
The asymptotic form ( will be used for all expressions in
order to simplify the calculation. This is justified for dc since J,t
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polarization layer referred to (the interface is located at x =  0 and 
the medium at the positive x side) . For metal-semiconductor interfaces 
the dc voltage in the backward direction is negative. Here, for the 
sake of simplicity, we denote -̂ V.Ui) by , called the dimension-
less dc voltage. It should be remembered that the dc voltage is the 
combination of the diffusion potential and the applied dc voltage, and 
b is a signed quantity, being positive for positive charge carriers and 
negative for negative charge carriers.
For the zero-order approximation, it can be assumed that the ac 
components of E and N are not affected by the dc voltage. Thus, the 
asymptotic form of E^(x) is
E,(*) = E|(°) (“ f (4*36)
and the asymptotic form N^(x) has been found to be (see Appendix B)
n  , «  =  c . ( £ ) v ,  [  i t  u - 3 7 )
which shows clearly that at very high frequencies.
With (4*34)9 (4*35)9 (4.36) and (4.37) as the zero solution, the 
function F^x) =  Eq(x)N-l(x) +  ̂ (x) Nq(x) can be split into three parts 
which have the general form
c0 Vi A i  i = 1,2, 3. (4.38)
For part 1,
J{x =  33,=<*+/, u . 39)
For part 2,
^  _ V 0 o' | -  (-cijL,)) , P t - l *
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For part 39
A $  =  <* (4.a)
Substituting (4*38) into (3o4l)* we obtain the complex admittance 
Y.̂ of one polarization layer for one species of carrierss
Y, ==■ i CO ( k74T/i) + (stC./£|)( "ty, + y z -/•ys) > (4..4.2)
where we have set
A l  r »\1 A l
nt-Ai
(4.43)
Parts 1 and 2 have opposite signs and their resultant value is 
usually small except at low frequencies* At low frequencies part 1 
becomes small, and part 2,having a negative sign, will then be dominant*
For the range of frequencies in our measurement, it will be a good approx­
imation to treat only^ part 3* and then apply to the results an additional 
term for the correction at low frequencies*
Substituting (4*4-1) into (4*43) 9 we obtains
^3 =  1 1 -  ^ [<*'*-<*'/*! (/<,£<)] - j o
~  1 —  — 1 -  ̂ (-aiii))
(4*44)
The complete solution including the three parts for low 
frequencies has been worked out„ However, it seems doubtful whether 
the accuracy of the results will be improved by introducing compli­
cations resulting from parts 1 and 2*
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where we have set
cca =  a  - vi /X, (4..45)
It should be remarked here that: (l) (X0can have negative values, de­
pending on the concentration, diffusion potential, and bias; (2) when 
V“0 3s 0, then (X^OL and (4.4-4) will be similar to (4.3) by letting 
V s 1 and neglecting the term exp ; (3) if 0L. changes in sign,
the value of the first bracket [ ] in (4 #44-) will be changed but not the 
second bracket; and (4) when CX©-̂  0, ^ 3  becomes very small.
Comparing (4.44) with (4.3) and letting — 1, we can easily obtain
that:
A( l (4.t6)
Here we have set
y3s =  zi, «„ =  ft -2.1% U.A7)
Y, —  *  fi /  ft* ' (4.48)
(4.49)
The functions V a, snd Yi , defined in (4.10) and (4.11), are used here 
with 1. The two new functions ŷ , and are defined as follows:
%(/>.,C < > =  l-A + A f c i f i k X , 0 \  u . 50)
fjV C *0 = A B ' i C L . ( j i , X , o ) } (jU51)
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where
'fn.iP'X.O)** 1 -  [^(A) + 2?;a^0')]/(i+if.y,'t) , (4.52)
f c {p.,t,o)- [ & a ) - 2 ^ ( * ) ] / Cl+2fr+) f ^
foU) =  2 cosh (A) Cos (A) / ( C 5/, * + >) # (4 .5 4 )
&r “  & Smh C-|) 5f« ( A-^y ( cosh X + t (4.55)
The functions A and B which characterize the rate of charge transfer 
have been defined in (4*12) and (4.13) and their values will remain 
unchanged by changing JJ, 1 9 and <T" to fi«9 $0 9 and <St 9 since the factor 
j$o has been cancelled.
At low frequencies such that |^,|«c?6, part 2 will play a very 
important role for the capacitance and part 1 can be neglected.
For \jJL{\ « ql9 the following approximation can be made:
> U — ► - ‘'I *  (4.56)
and therefore (4.43) becomes for part 2,
"^z — > —  i v  / 4  . (4.57)
From (4.42), (4.46) and (4.57), we obtain the following universal 
functions which represent the equivalent parallel resistance R (v )
r
and parallel capacitance C (v ) of one polarization layer for oneP 0
species of carriers at low frequencies:
ijbj= u*53)
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I* e,^T - tfjz4 (-/A» ^ ^  ̂
- -w>"V+ +2rV/,
Ĉ (v.) =  (coĈ Ck ))*/^
(4.59)
(4.60)
Here the quantities with the superscript # are dimensionless and defined 
as followss
R*(v-.) =  ** be. a  'R|,('mO , (4.& )
( 60 C j.cvj))* ss <*> C+L Vi)/ Z tb C, (X (4.62)
*  f , \
CyiVi) -  C ^ U / i t c O C ^  (Vi) (4.63)
At high frequencies (t,~l), the term V. 3/4- in (4.59) should be
omitted.
In order to interpret these universal functions qualitatively, we
separate the dc voltage into the dimensionless diffusion potential vt
and the dimensionless applied dc voltage v so thata
Vi =* VJ +  VZ
OC„ »  ~  ( Ili
JS. =  /4 - 2( VJ + K )
(4.64)
For simplicity of notation, we will use l/R and &JC to represent,
respectively, l/R (v ) and (o)C (v ))* in the following discussions.p o P ®
We restrict the discussion to the case ^ — 0, and suppose vt to be
positive and v to be positive in the backward direction, (i.e. for a
electrons)•
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It is evident from (4.59) that the capacitance can become negative 
at low frequencies when vq is positive and sufficiently large. At high 
frequencies, part 1 becomes effective and the term V’olf A  due to part 
2 should be dropped out. The capacitance will therefore, in general, 
not become negative at high frequencies.
Vfe shall discuss the characteristics of l/R and U) C with a certain 
constant low frequency and at variable applied dc voltage such as in the 
experiment on selenium rectifiers performed by Roubique. For convenience 
of comparison, Figures IV G, H, and I in reference I are reproduced here 
as Fig. 5, 6, and 7, respectively.
(a) Limiting values of l/R and 6JC at low frequencies;
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(4.66)
For IJJ.I « r j i  :
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Fig.5 Experimental curves forty,of selenium rectifiers at 60cps with
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Fig.6 Experimental curves for u> Cp of selenium rectifiers at 60cps with 
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(b) Variations of l/R and cJC with respect to v when fi^ZVk :—.---   a_____________
Case 1. v positive (backward direction):£ L _______________________________
When v^ ■=« 0, is positive and both l/R and (O C are very small.
As v increases, v increases also, while A  decreases. Due to the a 7 o 7 '
exponential term l/R continuously decreases, approaching zero, and 
COC gradually becomes negative because the term is now dominant.
As v be cores sufficiently large the increase of negative capacitance
SI
is almost directly proportional to the increase of v and the plot of
Si
CO c versus v will be nearly a straight line when v is large in the a a
backward direction. This is in agreement with the (OC curves in Fig.P
6 at the left.
Case 2. v negative (forward direction): a
When v increases, A  will be always positive and increasing, while a
v decreases. Because of the increasing value of the exponential term o
both l/R andU>C continuously increase, reaching the zero-bias values
when v ss 0. As v further increases, v becomes negative. Both l/R o a 7 o
and coC will then increase with greater rate.
(c) Variations of l/R and cuC with respect to v when J3 <. :S__________________
Case 3. v positive (backward direction):
Si_______________________
When v s  0, is negative and v is positive. The values of l/R a 7 J o
and oQC depend upon the values of and v$ . As v& increases, A will 
be monotonically more negative and vq more positive, thereby both l/R 
and (00 continuously decreasing. As v^ reaches a certain value, cJ 0 
becomes negative due to the term */4. The phenomena are just the same 
as the case 1.
U9
Case 4-* v negative (forward direction):. a
When v increases, A will become less negative and v will decrease* a o
Thus, both l/R and C increase very quickly. But, when v increases toa
such a value that fto = 0, both l/R and CO C become extremely small* The
value of <OG may even become negative. Such behavior may account for
the peaks in the values of both l/R andcOC occurring in Figs. 5, 6 andP P
7 just to the right of the zero voltage axis at a value of E approximatelyP
+ 0.4- volts. Although the values of are not well defined in this 
region there is an indication that negative values are possible* Further 
increase of v& changes the sign of A  to positive and v q to negative* Both 
l/R and £dC then increase very quickly again to extremely high values.
Comparing the theoretical qualitative characteristics described 
above with Roubique*s experimental curves, we can draw the following 
conclusionss
(1) There appears no doubt that the theory and experiment are 
qualitatively in good agreement. The method of approach seems correct 
and quantitative agreement between the theory and experiment probably 
eould be obtained without much difficulty by further investigation.
(2) The failure to explain the increase of l/R in backward direction 
is due to the restriction in the above discussion to the case ^ a  0* 
Fundamentally, our theory can not be expected to give good results when 
the applied voltage is high.
(3) The inductive behavior is a general consequence of large bias 
voltage in the backward direction and is unlikely to occur at high fre­
quencies.
(4,) The sharp peak can appear only when the concentration is 
low and the diffusion potential is high such that J3<2l£. These peaks
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will occur approximately at an applied voltage which is equal to the 
diffusion potential*^
ror a weak ac field, a homogeneous zero-order field is a good 
approximation although it is not so general as the hyperbolic field*
If we use =5 Yj/JLt instead of (4-*36), we shall obtain the same
results except that fi 0 and A> — ~ ^ I n  that case, the sharp 
peak will certainly show up and the minimum will be exactly at V* ,
CHAPTER V 
THE COMPOUND POLARIZATION LAYER MODEL
1. Compound—interface systems
So far we have investigated the boundary condition for an ideal 
interface at which the transfer of charge takes place. The possibility 
that the interfacial conditions change, or that new substances are formed 
has not been considered. The equivalent parallel conductance and cap­
acitance of the polarization layer at an ideal interface have been 
derived under the above conditions. The characteristics of the inter­
facial layer have not been considered. However they can not be ignored. 
In the first place the potential barrier is not a geometrical plane and 
therefore the equivalent admittance of the barrier layer should be 
included in the admittance of the polarization layer. In the second
place the carriers at the interface can not be expected to behave like
37the carriers in the bulk material* The substance of Medium I at the 
interface might act as another medium to the carriers.
It is generally thought that at every interface there exists the 
Helmholtz double layer which may consist of electrons, ions, oriented 
dipoles, and neutral molecules. In other cases there may be electro­
chemical depositions at the electrode, such as the formation of a 
'•Porous*1 dielectric layer (usually an oxide of the anode metal) at 
the metal-electrolyte interface as in electrolytic condensers. A 
similar layer of cadmium selenide has been observed and quantitatively
*^It is anticipated that the carriers have much lower mobilities 
at an interface than usually found in the bulk, much like the behavior 
in a thin film. At present we have no experimental knowledge about the 
mobility of carriers at an interface.
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38measured at the cadmiumr-selenium interface in a selenium rectifier.
These compound layer characteristics can only be measured as a whole.
It is almost impossible to measure each layer separately since these
layers are very thin and their characteristics are mutually dependent.
The simple and commonly existing model of a compound-interface
system consists of three media and two ideal interfaces* Each medium is
treated as a system of charge carriers moving in a diffusion and an
electric field* In general, the intermediate layer also consists of
polarized and unpolarized layers. When the Intermediate layer is very
thin, it can be considered to be one polarization layer. The Helmholtz
double layer or the insulation layer will follow as particular cases
of this general treatment, depending on constants such as Ij , b, D, K,
39and the layer thickness.
Let the two interfaces be located at the planes x = 0 and x ss -d 
and called interfaces 1 and 2 respectively. Let Medium I be located 
in the positive x space, Medium II in the space between x = 0 and x«-d, 
and Medium III in the space x <  -d. Medium III is usually assigned far 
the metallic electrode and Medium I for the semiconductor or electrolyte.
The interfacial conditions can be classified into many types ac­
cording to the nature of the reactions occuring and the process of charge 
transfer. It is not our purpose to give in this thesis the details con-
^See reference II, p. 75, or P. B. Pickar, X-ray Diffraction Studies 
of Cadmium Selenide Transition Layers in Selenium Dry Disc Rectifiers, Disserta­
tion, L.S.XJ., June 1951
•^This is the reason that the term "polarisation layer" is used 
instead of the diffusion layer as conventionally called. In fact, every 
layer is a diffusion layer in the present treatment.
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cerning such classifications* The main classes of confound—interface 
systems which interest us in connection with metal-semiconductor and 
metal—solution interfaces can be described as follows:
Class A: (l) Positive ions or electrons in Medium III cross the
interface 2 into Medium II, then diffuse through
Medium II and finally reach the interface 1, at which 
these positive ions or electrons exchange their charge 
with the oppositely charged ions in Medium I and 
electrochemical reactions take place*
(2) The number of ions (as for semiconductor rectifiers)
or the number of both ions and electrons (as for
electrolytic condensers) which cross the interface
1 are negligibly small.
(3) The concentration of positive ions or electrons in 
Medium II at the interface 2 remains at a prescribed 
constant value.
GO The mobility and average concentration of ions or
electrons in Medium II are small. Thus, Medium II has 
a low electric conductivity*
Glass B: (l) Positive or negative ions in Medium I cross the
interface 1 into Medium II and discharge or charge 
at the interface 2. That is, they capture electrons 
from or release electrons to Medium III through the 
interface 2*
(2) The potential barriers at the interfaces 1 and 2 are
such that the rate at which ions cross the interface 1 
is small, and almost no ions can cross through the 
interface 2 into Medium III*
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(3) The concentration of electrons in Medium III at the 
interface 2 remains constant at all times. The dis­
charge or charge is so quick that interface 2 can 
be assumed to be open. This implies that the con­
centration of ions at interface 2 in Medium II re­
mains at a prescribed constant value.
(4) The mobility and average concentration of ions in 
Medium II are small everywhere. Thus, Medium II has 
a very low conductivity.
Class A applies to metal-semiconductor and metal-solution interfaces 
at which an electrochemical layer of comparatively large thickness is 
formed. Class B applies to most metal-solution interfaces as the mstal 
is supposed to be inert to the solution and only the barrier layer or 
the Helmholtz layer exists at the metal surface. The thickness of this 
layer is usually extremely thin, of the order of one or several molecular 
layers, and the diffusion of ions in this layer practically becomes mean­
ingless. This layer contributes only geometrical capacitance and nor­
mal conductance to the polarization of the compound interface as a whole.
In both cases, as a result of the reaction, more substance con­
stituting Medium II will be formed. At the same time the reaction will 
also occur in the reverse direction. The thickness d of Medium II 
will increase or decrease until the formation and destruction of these 
substances reach an equilibrium at which d ss dQ. The equilibrium thick­
ness dQ is dependent on the concentrations of the carriers which pro­
duce the reaction at the interfaces and is therefore dependent also 
on the applied voltage and its frequency.
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It can be assumed that there exists a definite carrier distribu­
tion in Medium II for either class which characterizes the equilibrium 
state of the particular compound-interface system. Accordingly, the 
carrier concentrations at each interface and the field or potential 
distribution in Medium II will be definite quantities for a system 
in its equilibrium state* If we consider the zero—order static field 
to be homogeneous, the thickness d will have a linear relation to the 
applied voltage between the interfaces 1 and 2. This consideration is 
legitimate since the carrier concentration in Medium II is small for 
both classes*
2fl Two ideal polarization layers in series*
The layer of Medium II can be treated similarly to Medium I, 
whose characteristics have been investigated in the last chapter. The 
general boundary condition can be applied to Interfaces 1 and 2* The 
charge transfer rate at Interface 2 is infinite according to the con­
dition (3) for both classes*
These two classes differ in two respects: The carriers in Medium 
I are different from those In Medium II for Class A but are the same 
as those in Medium II for Class B* The transfer of charge at Interface 
1 is an exchange process for Class A but is a crossing process for 
Class B. For convenience let the ideal polarization layers in Medium
I and Medium II at Interface 1 be called Layers 1 and 2 respectively*
Layers 1 and 2 are connected in series* The universal functions for
the characteristics of each layer have been obtained. The characteristics 
of this compound-interface system can therefore be obtained simply by 
series combination of these two layers* If the thickness d of Medium
II is large, we can treat the thickness of Layer 2 as frequency-dependent
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in the same way as for Layer 1. If d is small, as is usually true for 
Class B, we can assume d to be identical with the thickness of Layer 2 
(no bulk layer). If Medium II is permanently formed, d is a constant.
If Medium II is electrochemically reversible, then d is a function of 
the applied voltage and frequency.
According to the conditions (4) for both classes, the polarization 
effect in Layer 2 is small and can be neglected if the frequency is high 
enough. Thus, the compound layer will be equivalent to a frequency-in­
dependent admittance (assuming d constant) connected in series with a 
frequency-dependent admittance. An analysis for this simple case allows 
one to determine the effect of Layer 2 on the equivalent capacitance and 
conductance of Layer 1. For the sake of simplicity, Layer 1 is assumed 
to contain one species of carrier. For the general case, all the quantities 
for Layer 1 represent the average values of all species.
The subscripts 1 and 2 denote the quantities for Layers 1 and 2 
respectively. The symbols having no subscripts 1 or 2 denote quantities 
due to the combination of these two layers. Then, according to (4.5) 
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where the two parameters ^ and ̂  define the ratio of conductances and 
capacitances between Layers 1 and 2.
The following relations are useful:
» ( X , / Y . ) r *  . (5.5)
«  ( S / n  V  . (5*6)
The total parallel conductance l/&p an<! capacitance of this series 
combination can be represented as follox̂ s:
—  T, Y, ( r,«r) F < r ,  0 (5#7)
C), — C . i X i Fc cir) (5.8)
where "the functions F*. ant̂  h  are correction factors for the effect of
Layer 2 on Layer 1* Both functions are equal to one if Layer 2 is not
present* F and F are defined as the following: r c
P  _  * rH~yr)’t [(7x1);+ jt:] < 5 - 9 >
p  _ &  +(7 ^)*+ r4(~rr[jfrp+dfej]
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(5.10)
The values of X^ and Y1 can be found from Figs. 1 and 2. If d is 
a constant, then we can use -2- and - as parameters. The value 
of $ is usually much larger than the value of ^ .
At low frequencies, X^ and Y^ are approximately constant (see 
Figs. 1 and 2), and i for $«1. Then we can use Y[ / d Y,
5 / 4 X . , r  (x, /y,)^ as parameters and denote them respectively
^7 Yl , and y . Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) become
■p ^( i+»t)  + r  + ( $ + )
r /l / _ x2, _  4
0  +  » )̂ +  r + ( i+ 5 )
(5.11)
=  _ 5  + n 2~ +  ? 4 5 (i+s)
c /, , - 'v2- -v-4 / — \2, * (5.12)(i +  \ 1+ 5 )
We have plotted pn, and Ft versus Y in doubly logarithmic scale
as shown in Figs. S and 9. The total parallel conductance l/Rp and
capacitance C can be obtained by adding the ordinates of Fig. 8 P
to Fig. 1 and Fig. 9 to Fig. 2 with the abscissa shifted such that 
log y  —  log Y  (log Xl   log Yl )•
3. Frequency dependence of l/Rp
If TJ «  1 and 5 ̂  1 (that means, Layer 2 has a high resistance and 
large capacitance), then from (5.11) and (5.12).
F/t — ► \ / 11 + 1) «  1














Fig. 9  Correction curves of the dim ensionless p a ra lle l
c a p a c ita n c e  fo r the addition of an insulation  
laye r a t  the in te r fa c e .
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and
F  /i > as tf — > 0 0
k •
Fc ^ *> /  (' + 5 )
It can be seen either from the limiting values of F and F orF 0
from Figs, 8 and 9 that a very thin insulation layer between the 
metallic electrode and the semiconductor or electrolyte will make it 
possible for the polarization conductance and capacitance to have a 
large frequency dependence at low frequencies but have no appreciable 
effect at high frequencies. The capacitance will have very large 
values if the insulation layer is very thin and has large dielectric 
constant.
In comparison between experiment and theory it has been found 
always necessary by Jaffe (see references I, II, III,IV, for instance,) 
to assume the presence of a species of ”slow ions” in order to 
explain the high frequency-dependence at low frequencies and the 
extremely slow decrease of charging current with time. It is unquestion­
able that more than one species of carriers having a whole ”spectrum” of 
mobilities are present in semiconductors and solutions. The question 
is whether the ”slow ions” explanation is unique or not. To match the 
experimental and theoretical curves more than two species of carriers 
with different mobilities are sometimes needed (see footnote 7), In 
such cases, the comparison becomes somewhat arbitrary.
There are two possible ways for the slow ions to exist. One, 
as implied by Jaff£, is that different ions with different mobilities 
exist in both interfacial and bulk layers at all times. Another is 
that slow ions differing from normal ions exist only at the inter-
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face or that the nor m l  ions move much slower and practically are 
adsorbed at the interface. The second scheme of slow ions falls 
into the same category as a compound layer system.
From the preceeding discussion it is clear that the introduction of 
this compound layer model affords an alternative interpretation of the 
abnormal increase in capacitance and decrease in conductance at Ioxj 
frequencies. In addition this theory can explain the well known fact 
that polarization capacitances of extremely high values, up to .02 
farad per square centimeter, are observed at low frequencies with 
some reversible electrodes. This extremely high capacitance is 
believed to be due to the extremely thin insulation layer (barrier 
layer) at the reversible electrode surface and not due to the space 
charge effect.
CHAPTER VI 
EXPERIMENTS ON ELECTROLYTIC CONDUCTION
1„ Introduction
There are many experiments which may be made to test this theory. 
As already mentioned, measurements of conduction properties of electro­
lytic solutions, semiconductors, dielectric liquids, or crystals, and 
observation of electrocapillarity and hydrogen electrode overvoltage 
are a few examples.
Considerable research has already been done at this University 
on semiconductors (referenceI) and on dielectric liquids (see foot­
note 18) . In addition, work is in progress at present on conductance 
measurements in liquids intermediate between dielectric liquid and 
electrolytic solutions.^ Earlier work on electrolytic solutions 
(reference IV) left no doubt that investigation of polarization in 
ae conduction through electrolytes provides a suitable approach for 
te sting the the ory.
Electrolytic conduction offers many advantages: variation of 
electrode surface conditions (cleaning, polishing, plating, forming, 
etc.), change of electrode separation to enable one to distinguish 
between bulk effects and Interfacial effects, control of carrier con­
centration, choice of a variety of materials for both electrode and 
electrolyte, small diffusion potentials at the interface, and ability 
to maintain a continuous supply of fresh conduction medium at the inter­
face by means of continuously flowing electrolyte*
^°Je A. Rider, "Studies of Electrochemical Polarization in 




With the foregoing considerations in mind, it was decided to con­
centrate the experimental work on observations of polarization in ac 
conduction through electrolytic solutions. Particular attention was 
given to the control of conditions at the interface. This is dis­
cussed in the section describing the continuous flow cell.
Measurements of conductance in electrolytic solutions have been 
extensively conducted for many years. The pioneering work was done by 
Kohlrausch beginning in the middle of the last century.^ He showed 
that his observations could be correlated by assuming that the electro­
lyte conducts as if it were a resistance and capacitance in series.
He made the first measurements of a "polarization capacitance".
For a long time numerous other investigators expanded and refined
the work of Kohlrausch but it was not until 1896 that the concept of
1A"polarization resistance" was introduced by Wien. Wien was the first
to measure capacitance and resistance of an electrolyte as a function
of frequency, voltage, and the nature of the electrodes.
Experimentally the most comprehensive study of electrolytic conduct-
10ance was performed by Jones and his collaborators. Most of their efforts 
were directed toward measurement of conductance and establishing as 
accurate a set of values as possible. Their main objective was therefore 
better realized by minimizing or eliminating effects such as polarization.
* 4 r .  Kohlraush and W. A. Nippoldt, Pogg. Ann. 138. 280, 370 (1869); 
F. Kohlrausch, Pogg. Ann. 1A8. 1A3 (1873)
^2G. Jones and Associates, J. Am. Chem. Soc. £0, 10A9 (1928); 51, 
2A07 (1929); 55, All (1931); 52, 1207 (1931); 55, 1780 (1933); 52, 272 
(1935); 52, 2S0 (1935); 52, 731 (1937); 6g, 2919 (19A0)L
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It is in just this respect that the measurements of this research differ 
from theirs, since in these it is the polarization itself that is being 
studied.
In order to observe the polarization effects a cell was built which
provided electrodes which were of small separation, adjustable distance,
and interchangeable. This cell has been adequately described in other 
43papers and will not be treated here. Studies conducted with it revealed 
advantages and shortcomings of its design, and established that the polar­
ization effects were indeed localized at the electrode-electrolyte inter­
face. This removed the need of incorporating adjustable electrode separation 
into a new design. Work with this cell also established that the effects 
were so dependent on the condition of the electrode surface that a new 
design was developed with special attention given to the maintainance of 
stable conditions at the electrode-electrolyte interface.
2. The Continuous Flow Cell
In developing an improved design for the conductance cell a survey
was made of the unsatisfactory features of the cell used in previous 
43work. These may be given in their order of importance as follows:
A. Poor reproducibility of measurements.
B. Difficulty of performing measurements with a 
guard ring arrangement.
C. Difficulty of making observations with a variety 
of electrode surfaces.
^See footnote 17; also N. M. Schaefer, "The dependence on 
frequency of electrolytic conduction”, thesis, L.S.U., 1949, and 
J. P. Weston, "Frequency Dependence of Capacitance and Conductance 
in Electrolytes", thesis, L. S. U., 1950.
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Since the reproducibility is the most difficult and at the sane 
time the most important factor to be improved, it is necessary to seek 
out the possible causes of poor performance in this respect* Some of 
these are given below:
1. Temperature variations - The temperature of the interior 
of the old cell was only controlled to ± 1°C* However, 
variations observed were much greater than can be accounted 
for by these snail temperature changes.
2. Measurement errors due to stray effects of the apparatus - 
These effects should remain constant and such systematic 
errors would not affect reproducibility.
3. Changes in conditions for conductance from the backs and 
edges of the electrodes - These effects were present and 
were eliminated in the new design,
4* Chemical changes in the liquid between the electrodes - 
These effects were eliminated by the constant flow of 
fresh electrolyte.
5* Chemical changes of the electrode surfaces - These changes 
were not eliminated but instead, the method of nf arming” 
was made to control them and to observe the resulting ef­
fects.
The cell which resulted from these considerations was the con­
tinuous flow cell shown in cross section in Figure 10. The legend of 
this figure is as follows:
A — — — Cell volume utilized.
B ----  Metallic disk electrodes.
C ---- Polystyrene electrode spacer.
D ----  Polystyrene electrode retainer rings.
E - - - Brass backing rings.
F - - - Brass cell container.
G --  - Neoprene sealing rings.
H -Pyrex flow-tube.
I ----  Tygon tube joint.
Fi?l-10 Cross Section Diogrom of Continuous 
Flow Cell.
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J — — - Polystyrene adapter - from flow tubes to cell 
inlet and outlet.
K — — " 1 11 diameter holes — - — drilled through adapter and
16 spacer and faired to produce non-turbulent flow.
Its operation is as follows:
Solution from a reservior (not shown) enters the I^rex helical 
tubing, H, which is immersed (along with the entire cell assembly) in
a constant temperature bath. The solution flows through the helical tube
in the direction shown and enters the outer container, F, through a pyrex 
elbow sealed in place by a neoprene ring-seal compression joint, G, and then 
on to the cell by another Pyrex bend. These Pyrex tubing joints are but­
ted and spliced with MTygonw tubing. From the pyrex tubing, the solu­
tion flows through a small channel, K, into the interior of the cell,
A, between the two electrodes, B. The holes, K, are drilled through the 
polystyrene electrode spacer, L, and adapters, J; and are faired at their 
ends so as not to cause turbulence. The solution leaves the cell through 
the upper channel, K, and the pyrex exhaust tube which passes through another 
neoprene seal, G.
Flow is produced by syphon action, and controlled by a screw type 
pinchclamp exhaust constriction. The solution leaves the system through 
a dropper tip and its rate is calibrated by the number of drops per 
minute. Displacement air entering the reservior is filtered through 
cotton fiber, dried by nDrierite° and depleted of CO^ by nAscariten.
In order to determine the flow rate which produced satisfactory 
flushing and still remained non-turbulent, the cell was assembled with 
transparent lucite disks in place of the metal electrodes and batches 
of colored aqueous solution allowed to flow through it between batches 
of distilled water* The uniformity and rate of appearance or disappear-
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ance of color throughout the volume of the cell was observed over a 
wide range of flow rate. Between 2.4 and 5.0 cc/min. it was observed 
that the color appeared and disappeared uniformly throughout the cell 
in a time comparable to the time of transit of one unit of cell volume.
It was further observed, in measuring the solutions, that between these 
flow rates reproducibility was good while for faster or slower flow 
rates it was poor.
In this connection, measurements were made to determine the relation 
between flow rate and observed values of both resistance and capacitance. 
It was noted that there was a dependence of these factors on flow rate 
but that between the two rates given above, there existed a plateau 
where their change with respect to flow rate was very small. Below 
the slower rate indications were that impurities formed by electro­
chemical action accumulated to a higher equilibrium concentration and 
thus lowered the resistance, while above the faster rate there was poor 
reproducibility caused by turbulence and the accumulation of gas bubbles. 
Measurements were made using a flow rate of 2.5 cc/min. This was 
rapid enough to avoid accumulation of impurities during the course of 
a series of measurement and still slow enough to conserve the standard 
solutions.
The cell was originally constructed with the flow channels, K, on 
Fig. 10 simply drilled through the polystyrene spacers. Observations 
made with the transparent plates revealed that turbulence and the en­
trapment of gas bubbles did exist, however after fairing the entrance 
and exit apertures as mentioned above, no such difficulties were pre­
sent* Freedom from the entrapment of gas is especially important be­
cause if it occurs, any gas which appears due to chemical processes or
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otherwise will accumulate and seriously affect the validity of the 
measurements .
Electrical leads from the cell were brought out through a metal 
standpipe (not in the plane of Fig* 10) which was screwed into the 
cover plate of the outer container. These leads consisted of the 
connections from the two electrodes to the bridge and thermocouple 
leads from an iron-constantin junction in contact with one of the 
electrodes* The other thermocouple junction was kept in an ice bath and 
the thermal emf was measured by a potentiometer.
The thermocouple was calibrated for actual measurement in order 
to establish the temperature at which each series of measurements was 
made. More important, however, was the observation of variations in 
temperature during the course of a series to determine whether such 
variations ■were sufficient to cause the changes in resistance and 
capacitance that had been present in earlier work.
It was found that temperature variations were too small to be 
observable with the equipment used. This established the constancy 
of temperature to within di 0«02°C, and shows that this could hardly 
be the source of any large changes of capacitance or resistance.
The electrodes consisted of metal disks which had been ground^ 
polished and thoroughly cleaned before assembly. The construction 
was such that the cell could be readily dismantled to inspect or ex­
change the electrodes. In this manner the use of electrodes of different 
metals and with surfaces of different nature was fairly convenient. In 
addition, the effects of surface changes were investigated by electro- 
chemical "forming".
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The improvement in reproducibility obtained by use of the contin­
uous flow cell is evidenced by the following: for one sample of water, at 
f *  1000 cps, the resistance was measured as 24.,720 ohms and the capacit­
ance as 0*172 mfd* At a time 28.5 hrs. later the measurements yielded 
24*710 ohms and 0,171 mfd. This may be contrasted with differences as 
large as 8% observed under similar circumstances in earlier work (see foot­
note 43)
3 . Ele c tr ode F or ming
In order to investigate the effects of formation of electrolytic 
film on the electrode surface, many series of measurements were made 
using aluminum electrodes that had been subjected to the application 
of direct voltages while mounted in the cell with NH^ HB^ 0^ solution 
as electrolyte flowing between them. This was chosen as the electrolyte 
because it has been used formerly in such researches,^
The procedure followed in this forming process was different from 
that used for semiconductor research in this University (see reference I 
or footnote 38) . In the latter method a constant current device is used 
to supply a definite current for a specific length of time thus providing 
a calculable charge transfer and presumably a layer thickness proportional 
to the time. This assumes the same chemical and physical processes to take 
place through all stages of forming. In this case, more importance was 
given to the conductance properties of the formed surface than to the 
amount of mass deposited in forming. A constant voltage was applied until 
forming had progressed to the extent that the current reached an equilibrium 
value,
^A. J. Dekker, and M. A. Urguhart, "The current-voltage Hysteresis 
of Electrolytic Aluminum-oxide Rectifier", J. Applied Fhy.. 21, 700, July 
1950,
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Measurements were made on virgin (unformed) electrodes and on 
electrodes formed at voltages of 22.5, 4-5.0, 90, 135 and 180 volts. The 
solution used as the forming electrolyte was 0.01 M, the most concen­
trated one used in the measurements. The equilibrium current was reached 
after many hours (in some cases days) of applied voltage.
After forming with 0.01 M solution, the solution to be measured was 
flowed through the cell until complete flushing occured. The forming 
voltage was again applied with the solution to be measured as the elec­
trolyte until the equilibrium current was again reached. The forming 
voltage was then removed and a 1000 cps voltage applied* Observations
were made of series resistance (R ) and series capacitance (C ) untils s
these quantities remained constant. A series of data corresponding to one 
forming voltage and one concentration of electrolyte was then taken.
The following sequence of forming and measuring operations will 
be clearer than descriptive text:
(1) Measured R and C vs. frequency with 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001 Ms s
solution as well as distilled water.
(2) Applied 22.5 volts dc to cell with 0,01 M solution flowing.
(3) Observed current until no further decrease was detected.
(4) Removed dc, applied 1000 cps and observed Rg and Cg until they 
remained constant.
(5) Measured R and C vs. frequency with 0.01 M solution.s s
(6) Repeated steps 2,3, 4 and 5 several times.
(7) Flowed in 0.001 M solution.
(8) Repeated steps 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 but with 0.001 M solution.
(9) Repeated steps 7 and 9 but with .001 M solution.
(10) Repeated steps 7 and 9 but with distilled water.
(11) Repeated procedure 2 through 10 but with 45 volt forming voltage.
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(12) Repeated procedure 2 through 10 but with 90 volt forming voltage,
(13) Repeated procedure 2 through 10 but with 135 volt forming voltage.
(14-) Repeated procedure 2 through 10 but with ISO volt forming voltage.
A. The measurements.
(a) Apparatus and methods.
The assembly used for the measurements is shown in Fig. 11. It 
consists of a Jones bridge,^ the continuous flow cell, and associated 
electrical equipment as shown in the diagram. Although the Jones bridge 
is specifically designed for electrolytic conductance measurements, 
certain aspects of the present research made it necessary to modify and 
supplement it to some extent.
Standard capacitors were connected in series in the standard arm 
of the bridge. This was done for convenience of measurement and analysis, 
since the large bulk resistance appears in series with the large polariza­
tion capacitance. The parallel capacitors built into the bridge were dis­
connected and a set of mica, Plasticon, paper, and pyranol capacitors (Cg) 
were calibrated over the frequency range of measurement and used as stand­
ards in series with the standard resistors (R ). The calibrations weres
verified by the method of substitution.
Balance is achieved by successive adjustment of C and R with switchs s
S in position 1, and then adjustment of R^ and itfith S in position 2« 
This process is repeated until no disturbance of balance is evident when 
S is switched between positions 1 and 2.
The balance is observed by means of a detector consisting of a 
General Radio amplifier model 1231-B, and an Allen B. Dumont cathode
^P. H. Dike, Review of Scientific Instruments 2, 379 (1931)









!  C .R .O .
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C .R .O .
NULLMETER  
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Fig. 11 Diagram of Bridge Assembly.
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ray oscilloscope model 208—B connected as shown in Fig. 11* This detector 
is transformer-coupled to the bridge across a wave filter which consists cf 
a locally assembled LC combination which could be adjusted for parallel 
resonance at any frequency from 50 to 20,000 cps. The filtered and 
amplified bridge output is connected to the vertical deflection amplifier 
of the oscilloscope, while the generator is connected to the terminals of 
the horizontal amplifier.
The amplifier is provided with a null meter which is used for obtain­
ing an approximate balance* The final critical balance is obtained by 
causing the Lissajous ellipse on the oscilloscope screen to degenerate 
into a horizontal line.
The generator frequency was established by the use of two standards: 
the sixty cps line voltage for low frequency, and a 1000 cps electrically 
driven tuning fork for high frequency. Frequency monitoring was accomplished 
by maintaining the appropriate Lissajous figure on the monitoring oscillo­
scope screen. The error of the frequency was less than i 0*5$*,
The temperature stability of the cell was maintained by a constant 
temperature bath controlled by an E.H. Sargent Thermoregulator Model 
S—8I84.O. Constancy of the temperature was checked by the thermocouple 
system which has been described along with the continuous flow cell.
The thermocouple leads are not shown in Fig# 11 as they were disconnected 
for each bridge balance. This was done in order to avoid stray effects.
A check was made of the effect of the amplitude of the voltage applied 
to the cell. It was found that no disturbance of bridge balance occurred
m
when the voltage varied from 0.005 to 0.5 volt rms. Consequently the
1
validity of the measurements was not affected by small changes of generator 
voltage. The applied voltage used for all of the measurements was 0.05 
volt rms.
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(b) Presentation of Data.
Sets of data taken as described earlier in this chapter are presented 
in tables II (A), (B), (C) and (D). These values were converted to half-cell 
values for purposes of analysis, since the theoretical calculations are car­
ried out for one electrode surface in contact with the liquid bulk. This
was done by subtracting half the value of R and l/C obtained in thes s
measurement with the unformed electrodes from the corresponding whole— 
cell values obtained with the formed electrodes. Since the forming pre­
sumably takes place on only one electrode, subtraction of half the virgin 
values left the effects of the formed layer and one half of the bulk.
The half-cell values of R and l/C are presented in tables IIIs ' s
(A), (B), and (C) . The concentration 0.01 M series have been omitted.
Table IV is a listing of several of the constants which apply to all of 
the measurements.
TABLE IV
Constants Throughout All Measurements
Cell Temperature    -- - - - - - ---- - 25 #00 + 0.02°C
Cell Electrode Diameter - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  3.175 ± 0.005 cm
Cell Electrode Separation - - -  - -  - -  - -  - 0.313 ±0.005 cm
3 /Electrolyte Flow Rate — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 2*5 i 0.1 cm /min
Applied voltage (across cell) - - - - - - - - -  - 0,05+0*02 volt rms
Geometrical Capacitance — — — — — — — — — — — — — 220 micromicrofarad
(KF Capacitance of cell and strays)
The half-cell values given in tables III (A), (B) and (C) are ploted
in figures 12, 13, 1U, and 15. The capacitance curves, figures 12, 13,
JL
and U  show log C versus log f2 for conductance water, 0.0001 M tffi,s ^
HB 0 solution, and 0*001 M NH^ HB^ 0? solution respectively* Each ^ 7
TABLF II
Series resistances and capacitances of the Al-NH ĤB Ôy-Al continuous 
flow cell with variations of molar concentration, forming voltage, and 
frequency, resistance Rg in ohms, capacitance Cg in microfarads, concen­
tration M in g.-eq,/liter, forming voltage in volts, and frequency f in 
cps. (Temperature = 25.00 i 0.02 degrees C.j cell dimensions: electrode 
distance =  0.310 cm., diameter =  3.175 cm.)









f Rs GS Rs cs Rs Rs Cs
18 23690 20.76 26326 20.4 25722 15.36 25470 3.09933 23520 14.50 26286 15.81 25597 9.34 25370 2.86751 23460 10.65 26243 12.27 25497 5.34 25315 2.57175 23430 7.301 26208 ✓ 7.202 25424. 4.22 25213 2.158120 23400 4.941 26193 3.964 25305 2.412 25115 1.619
180 233B0 2.774 26143 2.228 25197 1.408 25025 1.180300 23360 1.367 26057 1.012 25024 0.693 24898 0.686600 23300 0.458 25916 0.319 24733 0.255 24690 0.2761000 23230 0.186 25760 0.132 24466 0.119 24492 0.128
1800 23090 0.0627 25464 0.0465 24082 0.0472 24175 0.0492
3000 22830 0.0235 24987 0.0182 23605 0.0200 23735 0.0204
♦After measurement with 0.0001 M and 0.001 M solutions.
♦ ♦After measurement with 0.0001 W, 0.001 ¥ and 0.01 M solutions.
Forming
voltage 45 90 135 180
f Rg Cs Rs Os Rs Cg Rg Os
18 24150 1.068 26201 0.629 26430 0.440 37390 0.330
33 23902 1.015 25139 0.593 25090 0.420 31210 0.270
51 23700 0.937 24334 0.533 24367 0.400 28950 0.244
75 23588 0.898 2/4-24 0.527 24181 0.388 27080 0.216120 23477 0.791 24166 0.469 23907 0.360 25600 0.188
180 23348 0.681 23935 0.412 23655 0.328 24750 0.163
300 23216 0.507 23654 0.325 23560 0.275 23940 0.135
600 23047 0.270 23404 0.195 23324 0.182 23170 0.0985
1000 22896 0.142 23204 0.113 23148 0.111 22764 0.0698
1800 22675 0.0562 22930 0.0497 22907 0.0508 22361 0.0393




















































































































































































































18 1461.7 41.1 1866 2.384 2645 1.06233 1438.7 32.55 1742 2.243 2275 1.00851 1422.7 25.63 1655 2.091 2113 0.95875 1411 19.25 1588 . 1.918 1969 0.893120 1392.5 12.16 1501 1.656 1810 0.800
180 1381.1 7.590 1419 1.408 1683 0.709300 134-6.0 3.870 1325 1.089 1536 0.588600 1287.0 1.467 1200 0.699 1360 0.422
1000 1224.6 0.727 1109 0.480' 1240 0.3121800 1127.0 0.3385 1006.7 0.299 1107 0.205
3000 1022.7 0.185 919.3 0.195 991.1 0.139
6000 868.0 0.0910 805-6 0.1085 838.7 0.0809
9000 780.9 0.0639 742.8 0.0779 756.9 0.0603










18 3400 0.667 3600 0.532 8800 0.4055
33 2650 0.597 2650 0.449 5467 0.359
51 2150 0.597 2000 0.458 4333 0.345
75 2006 0.558 1879 0.418 3386 0.306120 1784 0.519 1649 0.399 2604 0.278
180 1633 0.480 1517 0.378 2168 0.256
300 1474 0.421 1377 0.345 1768 0.2275600 1293 0.335 1226 0.287 1422 0.1863
1000 1181 0.265 1121 0.237 1240 0.1614
1800 1059 0.191 1006.6 0.180 1076.9 0.1286
3000 955.2 0.136 911.9 0.135 959.0 0.1017
6000 817. 0 0.0824 792.7 0.0870 823.3 0.0702
9000 742.2 0.0619 728.8 0.0667 753.9 0.0555















18 1670 22.22 1097 2.341 1221 1.09833 1588 14.59 884.6 2.238 636 1.04751 1520 9.771 800.9 2.118 ( 70 1.03175 14.68 6.544 732.6 1.983 ; 89 0.998120 1384. 3.890 656.2 1.772 813.6 0.956
180 1297 2.407 595.2 1.563 464.5 0.907
300 1174- 1.332 524.7 1 290 409.6 0.827600 978.2 0.620 440.0 0.933 340.0 0.687
1000 822.8 0.372 385.1 0.704 293.3 0.5801800 648.1 0.218 327.5 0.488 247.5 0.461
3000 508.8 0.145 283.0 0.347 215.2 0.36956000 353.1 0.0887 229.56 0.212 180.2 0.257
9000 201.9 0.159 162.6 0.201
18000 135.3 0.127
Foming
voltage 67.5 90 135
f Rs c s Rg cs Rs Cs
18 1050 0.710 1610 0.575 1800 0.418
33 850 0.687 1010 0.564 1208 0.403
51 695 0.676 869 0.554 981 0.403
75 593 0.664 704 0. 545 716 0.393120 510 0.645 594 0. 528 548 0.384
180 461.1 0,624 527 0. 509 457.5 0.375
300 410.6 0.588 456 0.476 381.6 0.362
600 340.4 0.519 368 0.417 311.5 0.337
1000 293.8 0.455 309.8 0.369 270.7 0.312
1800 250.0 0.376 253.3 0.310 230.9 0.277
3000 216.3 0.309 215.8 0.260 201.5 0.242
6000 178.8 0.225 175.9 0.199 168.8 0.193
9000 160.5 0.182 157.0 0.165 152.6 0.163
18000 132.9 0.121 129.9 0.115 128.3 0.115
72e
TABLE III
Series resistances and reciprocal series capacitances of the 
aluminum-aluminum oxide-ammonium borate half coll with variations of 
molar concentration of ammonium borate, forming voltage and frequency* 
(Resistance Rs in ohms, capacitance C3 in microfarads, concentration 
in M (g.-eq./liter), forming voltage in volts, frequency f in cps, 
temperature sa 25.00 i  U*U2 degrees C ., electrode distance sa 0.313 cm., 
electrode diameter» 3 .175 cm.)



















































































3000 11802 25.000 11933 24.02 10554 17.37
F orming 
voltage 90 135 180




































































voltage , . , .Vvirgin;




75 2104-. 5 0.01852120 2098.5 0.02660
ISO 2094.5 0.03943300 2085 0.07194600 2073.4 0.18491000 2059.7 0.39091800 2036 0.9398








75 3385 1.969120 3147 2.152
180 2960 2.370








Rg 1/0 s R3 1/0 g
3038 0.3924 3338 0.9520
2917 0.4136 3076 0.9978
2849 0.4423 2912 1.0412
2795 0.4726 2820 1.0942731 0.5409 2697 1.194
2668 0.6372. 2593 1.3232591 0.8322 2478 1.5492480 1.319 2336 2.032
2396 1.968 2248 2.585-2303 3.262 2161 3.690
2219 5.186 2090 5.186
2108 10.142 2005 9.3292036 15.479 1948 13.739
1925 33.95 1861 30.70
135 180
Rs 1/C3 Rg 1/0 s
4738 2.304 12520 3.474
3669 2.481 9.174 4.088
2940 2.497 6213 4.321
3010 2.620 5557 4.893
2788 2.759 4319 5.391
2632 2.919 3607 5.885
2474 3.207 3000 6.5642288 3.831 2487 7.677
2168 4.560 2246 8.717
2054 5.683 2050 10.334
1969 7.251 1932 12.116
1878 10.860 1817 15.814
1825 14.729 1760 19.511
1746 29.365 1691 32.828
72g
ic ) 0.001 M
Forming
voltage 0(virgin) 22.5 45
£ Rs i/cs Rs i/cs Rs 1/Cs
IB 730.9 0.01217 1135 0.4073 1914 0.929433 719.5 0.01536 1022 0.4305 1555 0.976751 711.5 0 .0195 1 943.5 0.4587 1401 1.02475 705.5 0.02597 882.5 0.4954 1263 1.094
120 696.5 0.04112 804.5 0.5627 1113 1.209
180 690.5 0 .06588 728.5 0,6443 992.5 1.345
300 673 0.1292 652 0.7891 863 1.571
600 643.5 0.3408 556.5 1 .0 9 0 716.5 2.029
1000 612.5 0.6878 496.5 1.396 627.5 2.5171800 563.5 1.479 443.5 1.865 543.5 3.399
3000 511.5 2.703 407.8 2.425 479.6 4.491
6000 434 5.495 371.6 3.722 404.7 6.865
9000 390.5 7.825 352.3 5.011 366,4 8.758
Forming
voltage 90 135 130
f _____ Rs____ 1/C3 Rs i/cs Rs 1 /0 s
IS 2669 1 .4.87 2869 1.868 8069 2.454
33 1931 1 .660 1931 2 .212 4748 2.77051 1439 1 .655 1289 2,164 3622 2.879
75 1301 1.766 1174 2 .366 2681 3 .221
120 1088 1 .8 8 6 952.5 2.465 1908 3.556
180 942.5 2.017 826.5 2.580 1478 3.840
300 801 2 .2 4 6 704 2.769 1095 4 .266
600 649.5 2 .644 582.5 3.144 778.5 5.027
1000 568.5 3.086 508.5 3.532 627.5 5.5081800 495'. 5 3.757 443.1 4.077 513.4 6.297
3000 443.7 4.650 400.4 4.704 447.5 7.130
6000 383.3 6 .641 358.7 5.999 389.3 8.750
9000 351.7 8.330 338.3 7 .168 363.4 10.193
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figure for a given concentration presents a family of curves for dif­
ferent values of forming voltage. The curves are widely separated at 
low frequency showing strong forming dependence in this range* However, 
at higher frequencies the curves tend toward convergence. It is pre­
sumed that for sufficiently high frequencies they would indeed converge. 
It was not possible to confirm this with the Jones bridge since its fre­
quency range is limited. The capacitance decreases for higher forming 
voltages but shows less frequency dependence in the low frequency range.
A comparison of corresponding groups of curves in figures 12, 13,
and 14 may be made to study the effect of concentration on C for a givens
forming voltage. Such a comparison indicates an increase of capacitance 
at higher concentration. The frequency dependence is less pronounced for 
higher concentration over the frequency range investigated. These obser­
vations are In agreement with the theory.
In Figure 15 the half-cell data for the series resistance, Rg, is
i_
presented. Curves are given of Log R vs Log f2 for three concentrations, 
each with several forming voltages. In this case the curves are in 
separate groups because the bulk resistance of the liquid is greatly 
different for the different concentrations. This Is not time for the
C curves, s
From Fig. 15 it will be seen that the curves for each concentration 
spread out at low frequencies showing a strong low-frequency dependence 
on forming voltage, with the higher forming voltages giving higher re­
sistances. This low frequency spread is greater for the higher concen­
trations •
As the frequency increases, the curves for each concentration ap­
proach each other and become first nearly horizontal and then drop down.
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These drops start later but become steeper as the concentration increases* 
According to the theory they will converge at sufficiently high frequencies* 
The experimental curves, however, indicate a crossing over as frequency in­
creases* This is possible, as will be described in Chapter VII, in the 
intermediate frequency range under certain conditions, but if sufficiently 
high frequencies are used the curves should come back together.
Correlation between these data and the theory will be treated in the 
next chapter. A typical set of data will be analyzed and discussed ac­
cording to the theory.
CHAPTER VII 
CORRELATION BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 
1. General method-
In Chapter IV, the parallel conductance and capacitance of one 
polarization layer were represented as universal functions of dimen— 
sionless parameters of frequency and charge transfer rate <T* •
The effective thickness of the polarization layer is treated as fre­
quency and concentration-dependent and is a function of 2̂  • However, 
the resistance and capacitance which we actually measure are of the 
whole medium and not the part of polarization layer alone* For comr- 
parison, we must either subtract from the experimental data or include 
in the theoretical formulas the resistance and capacitance of the un­
polarized (bulk) layer* Unfortunately, the latter method is only 
practicable for a system of one species of carriers, or of several 
species of carriers which have approximately the same concentration,
mobility, and charge transfer rate at the interface* These limitations
Uomake the latter method less preferable*
The thickness of the unpolarized layer Is usually much greater than 
that of the polarization layer and can be considered as a constant. The 
resistance and capacitance of the unpolarized layer can be measured with 
very good approximation at sufficiently high frequencies. At such high 
frequencies, the polarization effect becoir̂ s negligibly small and the 
resistance and capacitance measured will reach their normal values* After 
subtraction of the normal values from the experimental data, the
^If these limitations are fulfilled, then the exact solution 
can be applied to the system. The experimental data can be directly 
compared with the theoretical without the necessity of subtracting the 
unpolarized part from the data. See Appendix A.
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values of l/R and C then represent the polarization layer alone and P P
can be compared with the theoretical results. This method has the 
advantage that values of l/R and C contributed by more than onep p *
species of carriers can be treated as additive.
Let 2L be the electrode distance, R 1 the series resistance and Cfs s
the series geometrical capacitance of the unpolarized layer in a half 
cell, then
r ;  =  (■ - L ' • % ■ ) ( — r )
Z  K I +H-2T4-/ (7.1)
(7.2)





For a one-species system, or a system of many species having almost the 
same diffusion constant, then (7,3) becomes identical with (4*8),
The thickness jl\ of the polarization layer is a function of fre­
quency, and has been listed in Table I as the reduced value fi in terms 
of /  . A t  sufficiently high frequencies, L —  Jii can be considered to 
be e qual to L,
Two theoretical curves, called "normal curves”, can be prepared to 
represent the series resistance and capacitance of the half cell without 
including the polarization effect. One is log (l/(l +  4 Y^) vs. log Y  
for the series resistance and another is log (4 *JT̂ /(1 ■+■ 4 if ̂ )) vs. 
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D im ensionless norm al re s is ta n c e ,  1 /  ( l  + 4 l f 4 ) 
and re c ip ro c a l  g e o m e t r ic a l  c a p a c i ta n c e  
4 K 4 / ( I  + 4 K 4 ).
0.7
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The inclined, straight portion of the curves has a slope of 4 for l/Cs
or -4 for Rg.
Fig, 16 represents not only the unpolarized values of semiconductor 
or electrolytic solution but also the normal (unpolarized) values of 
the interfacial (intermediate) layer or the normal values of any layer 
of constant thickness present in the half cell. The resultant normal 
values of all these layers can be obtained by summation of all these 
curves with different vertical and horizontal shifts.
If the frequency range of the experiments extends high enough for 
all polarization effects to disappear, a comparison between experimental 
data and theoretical results may be made as follows*
The measured values of Rg and l/Cg for the half cell are plotted
_i_versus f2 to the same logarithmic scale as for the theoretical curves.
At sufficiently high frequencies, experimental curves and the corre­
sponding normal curves should have almost the same shape.^
The experimental curves are shifited vertically and horizontally 
until they coincide with the corresponding normal curves at the region 
of high frequencies. The coincident part of the curves should be as 
large as possible. The horizontal shifts for both the resistance and 
capacitance curves should be the same since the values of Y for both 
curves are equal.
The deviation of the extremity of the curves at high frequency side,
if there is any, may be due to experimental error (mostly due to stray
resistance and capacitance) and, therefore, can not be considered to have 
much importance. If L is comparatively large, the coincidence of the
47 iIt is interesting to note that, if Cs is plotted versus f2 in doubly
logarithmic scale, the curve should tail up and approaches horizontj.1 at suf­
ficiently high frequencies. Thus, the observed points around log f2 = 2 on 
the caDacitance curves of the conductance water by Jaffi and Rider appear to 
be correct. The theoretical curves would turn up and fall right on the ob­
served points. See footnote 17, Fig. 6, p. 10S5-
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resistance curves may not be reliable, then more weight must be placed 
on the capacitance curves#
From these vertical and horizontal shifts, the following relations 
can be obtainedi
ductivity and dielectric constant of the medium can thus be determined, and 
serve as a check if needed.
Now, the deviation in the low frequency region of the experimental 
curves from the normal curves is due to polarization only. The values 
of the normal curves are subtracted from the corresponding experimental
/ gcurves. The net curves, which represent only the polarization effect, 
are then converted from series to parallel values and compared with the 
theoretical l/Rp and curves for an ideal polarization layer.
In case there exists an intermediate layer at the interface, the 
single normal curve may not coincide with the experimental curve, even 
at high frequencies. The shape of the experimental curve at the high 
frequency region is equivalent to a combination of two single normal 
curves, such as shown in Figs. 17 and 18.
For l/Cs, the shape of the experimental curve at high frequencies
/Qapproaches a straight line with slope of 3 due to polarization. As the
^The subtraction is made in anti-logarithmic values. This work is 
much simplified by plotting the curves on logarithmic coordinate paper.
4-9At sufficiently high frequencies, Cs ~  Cp. The limiting values 
of C-n at high frequencies are inversely proportional to the third power of 
\ for J =s 0. See Eq. (31) in reference III or Eq. (A.25) in Appendix
toy V — (K/4 ) 2 —  (7.4)
(7.5)
(7.6)
















Fig. 17 Effect of insulation layers of variable capaci­
tances upon the normal curve.
,(3)
0 for(l)0  for (2).0 for (3)
log Y
Fig. 18 Combination of two normal R s  curves 
showing the cross over phenomenon.
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frequency further increases, the polarization effect becomes negligibly 
small and the curve gradually approaches another straight line with slope 
of 4* The frequencies employed in the experiments by this laboratory 
were not high enough for the l/G^ curve to reach the region correspond­
ing to the horizontal portion of the normal curve
As the thickness of the intermediate layer increases due to electro­
chemical forming, or the concentration of the electrolyte increases, the 
slope of the l/Cg curve will be even less than 3 and its shape will 
gradually deviate from a straight line (see Fig. 17).
For R , the corresponding part of the curve is a horizontal line 
with its highest frequency end just beginning to turn downward, as can 
be seen from the relative positions of the two normal curves in Fig. 16.
Due to the effect of the intermediate layer, the curve may turn upward 
toward the low frequency direction. This is because the normal Rg curve 
for the intermediate layer at the same frequency may be in the sloped 
straight line region and the intermediate layer usually has a higher 
resistivity than that of the electrolyte. The combination of two single 
normal curves for these two media will produce such change of shape for
the normal R curve of a compound polarization layer (see Fig. IS).3
The reduction of experimental data beconaes much more laborious for 
a compound polarization layer. The systematic method is to prepare an 
adequate number of templates by assuming different vertical and hori­
zontal relative positions of two single normal curves and adding them 
together. These templates are then employed in place of Fig. 16 to 
match the corresponding experimental curves, and to obtain the net curves 
which represent the polarization effect alone.
^The measurement on conductance water with inert electrodes in this 
laboratory reached the end of the nslope 4” region. See footnote 47. Measure 
ments on electrolytic solutions of very low concentrations, such as 0.0001 M 
of KC1, reached only the ”slope 3,f region at 18,000 cps.
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Xf the polarization effect of the intermediate layer can not be neg­
lected, the net curves will represent two ideal polairzation layers con­
nected in series* There must be some experimental method to distinguish 
these two layers so that they can be compared separately with the theoreti­
cal curves for an ideal polarization layer* Otherwise, the comparison be­
tween experiment and theory can only be made by cut and trial method which 
would be prohibitively laborious*
If the intermediate layer is a thin insulation layer such that the
polarization effect of this layer can be neglected as an approximation,
the net curves will then represent an ideal polarization layer and can 
be converted from series to parallel values for comparison with the theory. 
For this simple case only the normal values of the intermediate layer 
need be considered* An alternative method may be used for the correla­
tion between experiment and theory, provided that the normal values of 
Rp and of the electrolyte layer are known (either by measurement or 
by estimation from the conductivity of the electrolyte and the dimension 
of the cell) . The bulk values can be subtracted from the total in the 
usual way* The net curves will then represent the combined effect of the 
insulation layer connected in series with an ideal polarization layer.
These net curves converted into parallel values of l/R and C are com-P P
pared with the corresponding theoretical curves for an ideal polarization 
layer* It is expected that the experimental curves will have large de­
viations from the theoretical curves in the very low frequency region 
due to the presence of either an insulation layer or slow ions or both.
For the present analysis of data, it may be assumed that this deviation is
due solely to the existence of an insulation layer, and can be removed by add­
ing to the theoretical curves the corrections for an Insulation layer as shown 
in Figs. 8 and 9. The detailed procedure has been described in Chapter V.
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2# Preliminary Interpretation of data.
The highest frequency used in this experiment was limited by the 
Jones bridge to 18,000 cps. As the dimensions of the cell were parti­
cularly designed for the investigation of polarization, the values of 
i/Cg obtained with virgin electrodes and 0.0001 M ammonium borate 
solution are still within the nslope 3W region at high frequencies#
Thus, the general method described in the last section is not fully 
applicable for analysis of the present experimental data.
Measurements on the 0#0001 M concentration at four different form­
ing voltages (0,22.5, 4-5, and 135 volts) were chosen for comparison 
between theory and experiment# The experimental results at any one 
forming voltage, did not vary greatly with concentration as can be seen
from C curves in Figs. 12, 13, and 14-. As the theory was developed for s
very low concentrations, the choice of our lowest concentration was a 
logical one.
The electrical characteristics of the bulk solution of 0*0001 M
ammonium borate were determined by several methods. The Ro© value was
determined by extrapolating the send—circular locus of 1/ a) C versus R ♦s s
An alternative determination is obtained from the horizontal portion of 
JLthe R versus f2 curve for a virgin electrode. The geometrical s
^The second method has been described by Jaffe (see reference 
17) # Since the horizontal portion of the Rg curve is small, and for 
some concentrations no horizontal portion appears at all, this method 
causes difficulties# In the first method, based on the principle of 
semi-circular loci, the intercept on the R axis extrapolated from 
the high frequency side of the semi-circle, gives a very sharp deter­
mination of the normal re stance if the frequency range is sufficiently 
wide to cover enough of the semi-circle. The compound layer can also be 
visualized from the shape of the locus. Multiple layers may show several 
overlapped semi-circles under certain conditions.
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capacitance Coo was directly measured with a GR Coc Type 1612-A KF 
capacitance meter at one megcycle per second, and also checked with 
cell dimensions and stray capacitances.
The average bulk values for the half cell with 0,0001 M concen­
tration of ammonium borate are:
Roo =  2090 ohms,
Coq a—  4-4-0 micro-microfarads.
Using these data the electrical contributions of the bulk layer of the
electrolyte was subtracted from the total, and the net values give the
combined effect of the formed layer and the polarization layer in
JLthe electrolyte. The and l/Rp values were plotted versus f2 in doubly
logarithmic scale as shown in Figs, 19 and 20, respectively. The l/RP
values for the virgin electrode are not reliable because the polarization
resistance is too small in comparison to the resistance of the bulk layer.
Further analysis of this curve is not justified at this time*
At lower forming voltages the thinner formed layer causes an
increased effective value of at low frequencies. At high frequencies,
the effect of the formed layer decreases and the values of C for allP
forming voltages converge. As a consequence of this variation, C showsP
a strong frequency dependence at low frequency for measurements made on 
surfaces formed at low voltages. All these results are shown in Fig, 19, 
Suppose the formed layer is an insulation layer which gives only 
normal resistance (i,e, without polarization), R̂ , and geometrical 
capacitance, C^, following the notation used in Chapter V, Then the 
product of C2 and R^ will approximate a constant in the definition (7,3) 
of the reduced square root of frequency Y  ( ^ 2^2 25 ( 1>L Cf)Z )•
JL
That is, C0R9 is independent of the thickness of the layer as its resistance 








Fig. 19 Dependence of Cp of the polarization layer on
frequency and forming voltage.
E x p er im e n ta l  points reduced from Figs. 13 8i 15. 








Fig. 2 0  Dependence of j f o p of the polarization layer
on frequency and forming voltage. 
Experimental points reduced from Figs. 13815  
Theoretical cuves drawn from Fig. I
S3
the only effect of forming is a change in this layer thickness the 
product should be independent of forming, and therefore the value
of Y* will be same for all thickness# As a result one should be able to 
match the experimental curves for various values of forming voltage against 
a suitable theoretical curve by applying to all the same horiztonal shift 
along the if axis# The theoretical curve which the experimental curves 
should match is one of a family obtained from the curve for a single 
polarization layer corrected for the addition of insulation layers of 
various values of ^ and (where 5 / \ has the meaning R C /R C ,fL P P
the ratio of the time constants of the insulation layer and the 
polarization layer)# These correction curves are shown in Figs# 8 and 
9* Actually this matching is not satisfactory without a horizontal shift 
as well as a slight change of slope of the curves, as can be seen from 
the differences between the curves in Figs# 2, 9 and 19# This indicates 
that the formed layer is not a single insulation layer, but is itself a 
polarization layer with a frequency—dependent parallel resistance and 
capacitance.
Another evidence of the polarization occuring in the formed layer
is the cross-over phenomenon, as mentioned in Chapter VI* Higher voltages
of forming yield lower values of R at sufficiently high frequencies (sees
Fig# 1$) # This cross-over phenomenon can only occur if the formed layer 
is polarized, and its product therefore frequency-dependent* The
explanation of this phenomenon is apparent in Fig* 18*
The fact that polarization of the formed layer becomes appreciable 
in the present frequency range indicates that conduction in the formed 
layer is mainly by ionic carriers. That such is the case has been con­
cluded by others from different types of measurement (for instance, see
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reference 44) • The interesting point is that our measurements confirm 
the polarisation property of the formed layer in a somewhat unusual 
manner.
It appears, therefore, that the l/R and C curves at different
9 P P
forming voltages must result from series combinations of two polariza­
tion curves, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, with various vertical and hor­
izontal shifts. The general method of analyzing all these experimental 
data at different forming voltages and concentrations, therefore would 
require the preparation of many templates for those combined theoretical 
curves. The calculation would be complicated and laborious, although 
straightforward. Not only is time not available, but such a task is 
beyond the scope of this thesis.
At low forming voltages the value of is large and R^ small. The 
effect of the insulation layer is therefore primarily due to C^, while 
at high voltages the effect is primarily due to R^, as can be seen from 
Figs. B and 9 (large values of Cp and R^ means large values of 5 and 
and vice versa) . Therefore, at low frequencies the deviations of 
the experimental curves (including an insulation layer) from the theoret­
ical curves (Figs. 1 and 2, based on an ideal polarization layer alone), 
will be small for Cp and large for l/R^ at high forming voltages, and
large for G and small for l/R at low forming voltages. The highest P P
forming voltage studied in this analysis is 135 volts and the lowest 
22.5 volts. Therefore, it can. be predicted that the 22.5 volt (thin formed 
layer) l/Rp curve and the 135 volt (thick formed layer) curve can be 
easily matched on the corresponding theoretical curves of the second-order 
approximation for an ideal polarization layer (without insulation layer)
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in Figs* 1 and 2. This prediction is confirmed. The results of the 
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The matching of virgin C has been performed by using 22.5 volt l/RP P
as a reference. For each forming voltage the match of curves gives ap­
proximately ^ ~  o,oo3.
In each case, the matching was critically determined by simultaneous
fitting of the corresponding C and l/R curves. The match is based onP P
Tlone average species” of ions without requiring the assumption of slow 
ions. These matchings are directly shown in l/Rp and curves in Figs. 
19 and 20 so that any difference between theory and experiment can be 
easily observed. If we convert these parallel values into equivalent 
series values and include the bulk layer, the matching between the 
resultant curves and the experimental curves shown in Fig. 13 and 15 
is excellent, although not shown here.
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A quick test of the correlation between the matching results of 
anc* C for each forming voltage can be made as follows: the values& p
in column (l), Table V, multiplied by the values in column (2) and divided
by the values in colume (3) should be equal to 2 TT . ̂  This test yields
4*77 for 22.5 volt, 4*46 for 45 volt (not given in Table V) and 6*10 for 
135 volt forming voltages. The values are all less than 2TT * The cor­
relation between the matching results of l/R and C for the 135 volt form-
P P
ing voltage is the best, while that for the intermediate forming voltage
of 45 volts is the worst, as expected. The matching of the C curves isIt
much more sensitive than the matching of the l/Rp curves. Thus, the match­
ing results obtained from C curves should carry a much higher weight.
JT
This is probably the reason why the 135 volt matching gives better cor­
relation.
If the l/Rp and Cp really represent a single polarization layer, then
we will be able to determine the constants b, D, cQ and K from the match­
ing results with the aid of Townsend's relation. However, since the values
of -L/̂ p anĉ  Cp represent two layers in series with different degree of ap­
proximation to a single polarization layer, it will only have significance to 
determine the constants b, D, cQ separately from l/Rp and Cp matching data. 
The value of K is assumed to be known.
The Townsend relation states
b/D = VkT (7.7)
^^This test can be easily performed with the vertical and hori­
zontal shifts of the l/Rp and Cp curves in logarithmic scale without the 
necessity of converting the direct data of match into the values as in 
Table V. The condition of this test becomesi
2 horizontal shift + vertical shift of l/Rp - vertical shift of Cp = log (Itt).
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Then, for l/R ,
D/K2 - TT/4 (column (1))^(column (2))2 (7*8)
K cQ = (column (l))2(column (2))2 (kT/2t2)$ (7*9)
and for Cp,
D/K^ = 1/16"ir(column (l)) (column (3))2 (7.10)
K cQ = (column (3))2 (2 IT kT/ t 2), (7.11)
where T = 298°C for this experiment. Let the valence of the ions be one.
The results of these separate determinations from the and l/Rp matchings 
are tabulated as follows:
Forming
voltage
D/K2 in cm2/sec. KcQ in no./cc














The diffusion constant D (and consequently the mobility b) increases, 
while the normal, concentration cQ decreases, with increased forming voltage. 
For the reason already stated that the effect of the formed layer on the 
capacitance of the polarization layer is small at high forming voltages, 
the values of D and c0 determined from the matching data of the 135 volt 
forming should be nearly equal to the values for the normal ions in the 
electrolyte. This is only approximately true as shown in the above table, 
as the value for cQ obtained using Kr=80 is lower than the actual concentra­
tion. Because of the resistance effect, the factor Fc in (5.12), p. 58, may 
be less than one as 'f — > 0 and thus reduce the value of C .̂ As a result, 
the calculated value of cQ would be smaller and D larger than the actual
SB
value. At still higher forming voltages, the formed layer has a still higher 
resistance and lower capacitance (smaller ^ and smaller ^ ). The value
of CQ will be greatly reduced although the shape of the log Cp curve will 
approach still more closely to the curve for a single polarization layer.
On the other hand at low forming voltages the formed layer is very 
thin (large ̂  and large ) 9 and Fc may become much larger than one and
independent of frequency. The shape of the log C curve again will approachXr
the curve for a polarization layer, but the value of CQ will be much increased. 
As a result, the apparent value of c0 will be much larger and D much smaller 
than the actual values. There exists a certain forming voltage such that 
F = 1 and the values of cQ and D will then represent the normal ions of the 
electrolyte. However, this particular forming voltage is undetermined. Thus, 
the values of D and c0 as determined above can not afford a precise repre­
sentation of the characteristics of the electrolyte.
From one viewpoint the virgin (unformed) electrode may be thought 
of as possessing a formed layer of vanishingly small thickness. This 
would correspond to a very high capacitance and low resistance layer. As 
a result, according to the argument presented previously, the capacitance of 
the virgin electrode is completely dominated by the capacitance of this thin 
layer at low frequencies* In such a very thin layer the geometrical capa­
citance is much larger than the polarization capacitance. Suppose the 
layer to be an insulation layer and this large capacitance is due to geo­
metrical capacitance alone. Then this capacitance allows a rough estimate
S___________of the thickness of this layer. The result yields about 3 x 10”° cm for K-,4, 
which is of the order of a molecular diameter. This interesting result might 
be accounted for by the existence of a Helmholtz layer or a potential bar­
rier layer.
♦
On the other hand, if the large values of capacitance at low forming 
voltage and low frequency are interpreted on the basis of a slow ion 
h3rpothesis, it is found that the required value of the diffusion con­
stant D is very low, and the concentration cq very high. It may be 
shown theoretically that these extreme values of D and cq are always re­
quired for the explanation of the large capacitances at low frequencies, 
obtained experimentally. The required concentration of slow ions is 
always larger than the concentration of normal fast ions,^ and may reach 
Completely unacceptable values*
One of the unsatisfactory experimental results which influence the 
reliability of interpretation is the restricted frequency range. Better 
information concerning the interface condition requires the extension of 
measurement to still lower frequencies.
Although the analysis of the experimental data is not complete 
at this time, the preliminary results obtained show the improvement 
in the match of theoretical and experimental curves obtained by the use 
of the second—order approximation, and also the adequacy of the compound 
polarization layer model to interpret the variations of l/R and C with 
the forming voltage.
^This "D small - c large” relation is always true for semi­
conductors (see Table IV, p° 3&3, reference II) and also for KC1 solution 
with inert electrodes (see Table VIII and Table IX, reference 17).
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APPENDIX A 
Exact Solutions For A One-species System 
For a one-species system, or a neutral system containing positive 
and negative charge carriers which have the same concentration, mobility 
and charge transfer rate, an exact solution for the ac field and l/Rp 
and 0^ can be obtained with the zero solution (4**1) • Substituting (4.1) 
into (3*12) and (3.13), we obtain
N 1 ta) — A (sx)  + ]3 Jw b ( - f lx )  ,
E .U ) = E,(°> + $ j { a (*xi,
(A.l)
(A.2)
where E.. (0) is determined by the condition (3.1A) considering ( Xi ) 
to be known. The integration constants A and B are determined by suit­
able boundary conditions, and the complex parameter 0 is defiired as
(A.3)
(see (3.2S) and (3.30) for the definitions of oC and JAj ) 
By straightforward calculation, we also obtain
Y, = sbco/X, -h ico (K/4irXi)
D £
TA
The boundary conditions are; (l) there is no change of concentra­
tion for a one species system or no space charge for this particular neutral 
system at x a/| , i.e.,
A  JLOCjpi&Jii) -f ^  -=0 , (A.5)
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and (2) the general boundary condition (3.19) at x =s 0 gives
be. E,(o) - (A.6)
From (A*5) and (A.6) we readily obtain
A = -
b15“Vidi) ̂ y C ~ e h )
2&Xt C o s h ( 0 i i ) - 2 ^ p [  +  M i ) s 'm l i ( e i i )
$3 =  — A. (z & £ i ) .
' (A»7)
(x.s)
The substitutions of (A.7) and (A.8) into (A.2) and (A.4) gives, 
re spe c t ive ly ,
E.W = —  [l  «  e z L
C0sh($(*-ii)) 
5i n b( QJ~7) ]





If ̂ (->0 (i.e* 0 =  0C ) and ^
then (A*9) becomes
0 (completely blocked electrode)
c  (x ) _   M l *   C o $ h ( o L ( X - h ) )
C,K ' Sin h (o( tl)
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which is identical with (4.2), the hyperbolic zero-order field.
If only 0 while ^  has a finite value, then (A.9)
yields
P  l x ) =  ^ - ( y. / £ ' )  +  — — — j ___f* V * — cosli(ot(3C-j2i^tt , W  Z + ?  V /  ,} *+£ [s,«KUXi) V 'JU.n)
in which J has been defined in reference III or in (4«9) as
$ =  2 5 X/ /  D  .
The first part corresponds with the homogeneous field and the second part
the hyperbolic field* As the charge transfer rate  ̂increases or JL\
becomes larger, then the percentage of the hyperbolic field decreases.
As , the field becomes completely homogeneous. The homogeneous
field can be reached also when as easily seen from (A.9).
Separating and equating the real and imaginary parts on both sides of
(A.10), we obtain the parallel conductance l/R^ and parallel capacitance 
20^ per cm. of the layer extending from the interface at x =  0 to any 
position x X| in the medium at which tie boundary condition (A.5)
holds i
Q- -4* jl /  2-\_
Roo
I -
O ’ ~  O
(A.12)
( G - -+ fiv'/z') + H - + A (A.13)
Here G and H are functions of ft and If and defined as
+ IGift- *) — (y + miy/a. ’ l + ij-TTX- (A.lO
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2 *  
i +  ifr4
P and Q are defined as
P(jj.r) = f  s,rih * + ** Sl'" *
Q (  ft'*) —
Cosh }? —  Cos ^ 
)=> SiVih \> -  % 5 m f r  
Cosh (> —  cos
p and q are defined as
t,C^,Tr) =
- ] %  >
and R ,  Cq ,  y3 9 if  9 and 6^ have been defined by 0  
(4-.7), (4*3) and (4.9) respectively*
Eq« (A.13) can also be represented in the following
form;









where Coo is the geometrical capacitance of the layer which is reached 
as the frequency increases to infinity and defined as
(A.21)
When X/ is treated as constant, the form of (A.20) for is sometirass
preferable since Cqo , as well as l/R oo , can be easily measured* 
No arbitrary zero—order field has been assumed in the preceding 
derivation. Eqs* (A.12) and (A*13) or (A.20) represent respectively
ization layer. This is one of the particular features of the exact 
solution as compared to the method of successive approximations which we 
have described in Chapter IV for more general cases* In the approximate 
method the zero—order field has been so chosen that X\ represents the 
effective thickness of the polarization layer and should be dependent on 
frequency.
I>ue to this particular feature of the exact solution, we may disre­
gard the concept of the polarization layer and consider &\ to be the 
half electrode distance* This consideration is perfectly correct since 
the boundary condition (A*5) will always hold at the center of the 
electrode separation no matter how the frequency, concentration and 
electrodes vary, provided that ihe two electrodes are symmetrical (for 
this several species system) or the electrode distance is much greater 
than the effective thickness of the polarization layer (for both systems)„
l/R and C of a layer extending from the interface to any position
in the conducting medium where the boundary condition (A.5) holds* 
The value of AI Is not necessarily the effective thickness of the polar-
The theoretical values of l/R and C will then represent the polarization
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layer and the bulk layer as a whole, and the task of comparison between 
theory and experiment will be more direct and simple.
It is interesting to know the limiting values of (A.12) and (A.13) • 
Since we take X*\ as the half electrode distance, ft is usually very 
large. As ^ 3 ^ 1 ,  p  q and Q — >  p. The limiting values for if— 0
(i.e. ( f K A  £bco)2 0 )  are given by
J ___» l /_£!_') - _L f % \
Rp *+<r/3/ “  +  U.22)
C.[( i+rjs/̂ f4 j]“ t i + ?/a)+jj],
and those for f -+oo by
r, _  __£±JL_( JL)1
R P R«, L P ;J
__ l r  i 2 (f / x  + 1) I
"  R - L *  ( ? / *  + D 2' +  1 ■* -
Gf-+ C [ VflNTr+TTT̂ ) + J* ̂
(A.23)
(A.2A)
*  c. (4)




a 3 ' ( ? a 4 - i r + j
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The limiting values for "jf — ► 0 are exactly the same as the results 
derived from the homogeneous zero-order field in the approximate method.
For the limiting values in both methods will be the same if we
let 6 and J =  0. (Compare equations (A.22 to A.25) of this thesis 
with the corresponding equations (28 to 31) in reference III.) This is 
quite reasonable since the average field approaches a homogeneous spatial 
distribution as JL\ is considered to be large. The dimensionless parallel 
conductance (l/Rp)/(l/Ro* ) and dimensionless parallel capacitance C^/CQ 
depend on both frequency and concentration in the exact solution, while the 
approximate method with the homogeneous zero—order field indicates that 
they depend on frequency only.
Since is considered to be constant here, the parameters A and  ̂
can be used instead of and O' . Eqs. (A.12) and (A.13) have been
plotted as (l/Rp)/(l/R oo ) versus ̂  and versus A  at different
values of JJ (Ji>IO0) and ^ in doubly logarithmic scale. The curves obtained 
are indistinguishable from the curves in Figs. 1 and 2 in reference III if 
the term 2 / for the geometrical capacitance is disregarded.
APPENDIX B
Derivation of N-̂ (x) For the Case With Bias 
For ^ 7B 0 Eq. (3*39) becomes
Nit*) — [G-,tXi)+&,Ui)3 co»hC/£,*)/c<»sli(/(i-2()
la f / '  f~,\ l  "r / a) (B.1)+  r *  [ & , ( * )  +  G . C * ) ]  .2.P
For the zero-order approximation, it can be assumed that the 
ac component of the carrier distribution N^(x) is not affected by 
the dc voltage* Thus, the zero solution for the case without bias can 
be used*
Substituting (4.1) and (4«2) into (B.l), we obtain
N,(*) = C« (-5-V<)(•"■?*■-■,) jV c**-/!,1 / cosh^X,)
j "tank (rtXi) . (B.2)
The asymptotic form of (B.2) for^j-x^is therefore
N , U )  = c . ( £ ) v ,
X4' (B.3)
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Table of Notati on
Real part of < P M  , defined by (4*12)
Integration constant in (A.l), defined by (A.7)
Abbreviations in (4.33), defined by (4*39), (4*40) 
and (4.41), respectively, for Z  = 1, 2, 3.
Imaginary part of , defined by (4*13)
Integration constant in (A.l), defined by (A.8)
Abbreviations in (4.38), defined by (4.39), (4.40) 





Capacitance of a polarization layer when 6~—>0 
and Tf— > 0  , defined by (4.20),
Dimensionless parallel capacitance defined by (4*63)
Series geometrical capacitance of the unpolarized layer 
in a half cell.
Diffusion constant of a species of carriers.
Electric field, 
dc component of E
Amplitude of the ac component of E
Integrating constant in (3.29), defined by (3*36) for 
one polarization layer.
Abbreviation for E Nn +  E_N .o 1 1 o
Correction functions of capacitance for the effect of 
an insulation layer on the polarization layer, defined 
by (5.10)
Correction functions of resistance for the effect of 
an insulation layer on the polarization layer, defined 
by (5.9) and (5.11) respectively.
Integrating constant by (3.29), defined by (3.37) for 
one polarization layer.
Functions of /3 and Y  , defined by (A.14)
Integral function defined by (3.31)
Integral function defined by (3.32)
Function of j3 and Y f defined by (A. 15)
Total current density, sum of the convection current 
and displacement current
Amplitude of the ac component of J.
Dielectric constant of a medium.
Half electrode distance.
Molar concentration, (Only in the footnote 26, M 
was used as the mass of a charge carrier)
Carrier concentration (no./cc.)
dc component of N,
Amplitude of the ac component of N
Equilibrium concentrations of the charge carriers at 
the interface in Medium I,




Normal resistance defined by (4.19)
):Dimensionless parallel resistance, defined by (4.61)
Series normal resistance of the unpolarized layer in 
a half cell*
Absolute temperature.
A definite energy corresponding to the height of the 
potential barrier at the interface.
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a /
V : Electric potential difference across the interface
with the potential in Medium. II (electrode) at the 
interface-as reference. ,
V : Electric potential with respect to the point at =» O
V^: dc component of the electric potential V.
V : Amplitude of the ac component of the electric potential
V.
V : Applied dc bias.
V^: Diffusion potential
X : Abbreviation for ( 'ĵ_ )
2Y^: Complex admittance per cm of one polarization layer
V : Abbreviation for K / J 3
a : Factor in the definition of jLOf
b : Mobility of a species of carriers
cq: Normal (undisturbed) concentration of carriers (no./cc).
d : Thickness of the intermediate layer
dQ: Equibibrium thickness of the intermediate layer
f : Frequency (cps)
gl9 g2* S3? g4* g5 : Functions of A 9 defined by (4.14), (4.15),
(4.16), (4.54*) and (4#55) respectively.
h^, h^, tiy h ,̂ h^ : Functions defined by (4.32)
i : i th (when used as a superscript) or the imaginary quantity
P J  (when used as an individual symbol).
j : Convection current density for the carrier
j s dc component of j.
Amplitude of the ac component of j.
k : Boltzmann constant
k^k^: Reaction rate constants in the directions 1 and 2 respectively. 











m. Mass of the carrier
Hate (no„/cm./sec.) for the charge carriers crossing the 
interface or exchanging their charge at the interface; or 
a number when used as a superscript or on a summation sign*
Functions of ft and ^  ? defined by (A.IS)
Function of and Y , defined by (A.19)
a factor called transfer coefficient in electro­
chemistry and representing the symmetry of the potential 
barrier.
time
Average velocity of the carriers normal to the inter­
face .
Dimensionless value of Vq (see Eq. 3*21)
Dimensionless applied dc bias.
Dimensionless diffusion potential =  ( Vd)A/£
Abbreviations in (4.42), defined by (4*43)(i =• 1, 2, 3)
Approximation value of ̂ , defined by (4.57)
Defined by (4*44) and (4.46)
<p, Cp* : Potential energy (other than the electric potential)
of the carriers in a medium at the interface.
4>,(x) : A function of \IM'\ ? XL and D defined by (3.36).
%  : Function defined by (4.10)
: Function defined by (4.11)
%  -■ Defined by (4.50)
^4 : Defined by (4.51)
Function defined by (4.27)
OC : Characteristic constant defined by (3.2S)
P  : Reduced value of Jl̂ , defined by (4.7)
: Second-order j# , defined by (4.33)
ft0 : Defined by (4.47)
Y  5 Reduced frequency for variable defined by (4.6)
Defined by (4-.4-8)
JL
Abbreviation of if (X^/Y^) 2
The algebraic quantity of charge carried by the carrier
Parameter defined by (5*4) for the ratio of the parallel 
capacitances between two layers
Abbreviation of 5/dX^
Parameter defined by (5*3), for the ratio of the con­
ductances between two layers
Abbreviation of >£/dŶ
A parameter in the exact solution, defined by (A.3) 
as 0 =  ( OL̂ -h (/Mif'Y2’
Reduced frequency for constant defined as A =  7fJ3
A complex parameter proportional to the square root 
of frequency.
Value of i for an equivalent one-species system 
of an n-species system defined as
Abbreviation for etnh ( oOjbs )
Abbreviation for when v  =  o
Charge transfer rates for a species of carriers at the 
interface in the directions from Medium I to Medium II 
and from Medium II to Medium I respectively
Reduced rate of charge transfer for constant jb\ , defined 
by (4.9)
Reduced rate of charge transfer for variable jt-.9 defined 
by (4.9)
Defined by (4.49)
Angular frequency of the applied voltage.
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